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Dear Reader,
Welcome to the fifth exciting year of Festival Neue
Literatur. With its finger on the pulse of today’s
German-language literary scene, this festival brings six
of the best writers from Austria, Germany, and
Switzerland to New York City for a long winter weekend. This array of white-hot storytelling will warm the
coldest of days.
The novels featured in this year’s festival range across
a multitude of countries, cultures, and historical
periods and offer a vivid counterbalance to the
homogenizing tide of depoliticized ‘global novels’.
With precise observation, stunning detail and
colorful characters, these writers portray men and
women buffeted by shifting world orders, stranded on
foreign territory at home and abroad.
Storytelling is paramount in these novels and the
styles are as varied as the subjects. These include the
Slovenian-speaking minority in Austria during the
Second World War and after, emigrés from the
Hungarian-speaking region of Serbia who must
watch, helplessly, from the safety of Switzerland as
the family they left behind is caught in the maelstrom
of the Balkan War, refugees from Saddam Hussein’s
Iraq or from ethnic violence in Azerbaijan trying to
find a foothold in Europe, as well as the socially unmoored who meet on a park bench in Tokyo and the
brief but blazing life of the Hungarian-Indian Modernist painter Amrita Sher-Gil.
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This year’s participants, Milena Michiko Flašar
(Austria), Olga Grjasnowa (Germany), Maja Haderlap
(Austria), Abbas Khider (Germany), Melinda Nadj
Abonji (Switzerland), and Richard Weihe (Switzerland), will be joined by U.S. authors Monique Truong
and Keith Gessen for a series of conversations and
readings throughout the city.
This festival is widely recognized as the premier
platform for introducing the best contemporary
German-language writers to publishers, critics, and
readers in the US and we hope you will enjoy the
excerpts gathered here. We’ve included summaries of
the books and biographies of the authors, a road map
of sorts to lead you to new discoveries.
Sincerely,

Tess Lewis, Curator
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FLY AWAY, PIGEON
TAUBEN FLIEGEN AUF
by MELINDA NADJ ABONJI

They drive up in a chocolate-brown Chevrolet with Swiss plates,
much to the general astonishment of the people of the village,
whose main street is nothing more than a dusty, pot-holed road.
They are the Kocsis family and the village is in the Vojvodina in
northern Serbia, home to the country’s Hungarian-speaking minority to which they belong. Or rather, used to belong. Years before
they emigrated to Switzerland, first the parents, Miklós and Rosza,
and then, as soon as they were granted visas, the two young daughters, Nomi and Ildikó. It is Ildikó who recounts this visit and many
others, since weddings and deaths call them back to the Vojvodina
time and again, back to where Mamika and the rest of their relations live. But their visits are cut short when the Balkan War closes
the borders.
They cannot return to their old home and yet their new home, Switzerland, is not an easy place to fit in, much less feel at home. Still,
the parents have made it, yet their daughters, Ildikó in particular,
sometimes feel like Switzerland wasn’t made for them, as they’re
merely tolerated by the Swiss. Many things, some as mundane as a
dispute among the kitchen staff, remind them that the Europe they
live in is a peculiar place whose inhabitants refuse to accept one
another.

320 Pages / JUNG UND JUNG / 2010

FLY AWAY, PIGEON
TAUBEN FLIEGEN AUF
BY MELINDA NADJ ABONJI
TRANSLATED BY TESS LEWIS
PAGES 5 - 25

Tito’s Summer
As we finally drive up in our American car, a dark brown Chevrolet,
chocolate brown, you might say, the sun is beating down mercilessly on the
small town and has almost completely swallowed up the shadows thrown
by the houses and trees, in other words, it’s noon when we drive up, craning
our necks to see if everything is still there, if everything is still the same as
it was last summer and all the years before that.
We drive up, gliding along the road lined with majestic poplars, the avenue that announces the small town, and I’ve never told anyone how these
poplars that reach up into the sky make me dizzy, a feeling that hot-wires
me to Matteo (it’s the same dizziness I feel when Matteo and I spin without stopping in the middle of the most beautiful clearing in the forest near
the village, the two of us alone, his forehead against mine, then Matteo’s
tongue, strangely cool, and the black hairs on his body hugging his skin as
if they had yielded completely to its pale beauty).
As we drive past the poplars, their shimmer confuses me, our chocolate
brown ship glides from one tree to the next, and between them the air of
the plain becomes visible, I can see it, the air, now immobilized by the pitiless sun, and my father says to the air conditioner in a small, quiet voice that
it’s all still the same, nothing’s changed, nothing at all.
I wonder if my father would like a team of professional gardeners at
least to prune the branches—to counter this wild growth with civilization!—or to cut down once and for all the poplars that announce the small
town! (And we’d sit on one of the trunks, gazing regally out over the plain
drenched with the midday heat, and my father would feel compelled to
climb up on one of the stumps and turn around full circle, then proclaim
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with the bitterness of a man who has finally been proven right, still, better
late than never: Those goddamn dusty trees are finally gone.)
No one else knows what the trees or the air so clearly visible between
them mean to me and nowhere do the trees seem to promise as much as
they do here, where the plain gives them space, and I wish once again that
I could stop here, lean against one of the trunks, look up, and let myself
be captivated by the leaves’ small, rapid movements, but this time, again, I
don’t ask my father to stop because I don’t have an answer to the question
“Why?”, because I’d have to explain too much and would certainly have to
tell them about Matteo to make them understand why it is I want to stop
right here, so close to our destination.
As if drawn by some occult force, our car drives on, almost immune
to the potholes in the road, and before we’ve finally arrived we have to go
through one more “nothing’s changed,” civilization has to suffer one more
setback, or at least a standstill, and the two of us, the children, press our
faces against the left side window, which is surprisingly cool, and we look,
incredulous, at people who live in a mound of garbage—nothing’s changed,
my father says—at shacks made of corrugated sheet metal, rubber, and
scruffy children playing amid broken-down cars and household trash as if it
were completely normal. What about the broken glass, I want to ask, what
about when night falls and the shadows start to move and all those things
lying around in a complete mess come to life? And in the blink of an eye, I
forget the poplars, Matteo, the shimmer, the Chevrolet, and the black night
of the plain envelops me in all its destructive power, and I don’t hear the
gypsy songs, so often evoked and admired, I see only greedy shadows in the
dark without a single streetlamp to chase them away.
My father peers out the window, shakes his head, coughs his dry cough,
and drives so slowly you’d think he was about to stop the car at any moment. Just look at that, he says, tapping his index finger on the windshield
(I remember a fire and its spreading smoke), and I, taking in the faces caked
with dirt, the piercing eyes, the rags, the tatters, the light glinting off the
heaps of refuse, I take a broader view, as if I were meant to understand it
all, these images of people who don’t have mattresses, much less beds, and
who probably dig themselves into the dirt at night, into the pitch black plain
that now, in summer, is bursting with sunflowers but in winter is so bare it’s
nothing but earth, pitiful earth, crushed by a heavy winter sky, and when the
sky lifts the plain turns into a sea, unruffled by the merest breeze.
I’ve never told anyone, but I love this plain, the way it thins out to a
desolate line and has nothing to offer; when you are utterly alone on this
plain you can’t expect anything from it, at best you can lie down on it with
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your arms outstretched, and that is the only protection it offers.
If I had told them that I love Matteo (a Sicilian boy who suddenly
showed up in our class a few weeks before summer vacation, Ciao, sono
Matteo de Rosa! and immediately became everyone’s favorite except the
teacher’s), then most of them probably would have understood me, but how
could I tell them that I love a plain, the dusty, proud, indifferent poplars,
and the air between them? In summer, when the plain has grown a story
higher with fields of sunflowers, corn and wheat as far as the eye can see,
rumors spread that someone has disappeared again into the endless fields—
if you’re not careful, the plain will swallow you whole, they say—but I don’t
believe them. I believe the plain is an ocean with its own laws.
The poor things, my mother says, as if we were watching television,
and instead of changing the channel we just drive on, we drive past in our
icebox, which cost a fortune and makes us so imposing, we seem to own
the road, and my father turns on the radio so that the music can transform
the shabbiness into a dance tune and heal reality’s clubfoot for a moment:
Come to me, don’t go so far away, my darling, come to me and give me a
kiss…
With a sound so slight it’s not even worth mentioning, we drive over the
tracks and past the rusted, crooked sign that for ages has had to bear the
small town’s name, we’re here, my sister Nomi says, and points towards the
cemetery where obvious injustice runs riot, untended graves, simple wooden
crosses, barely recognizable behind their screens of weeds, the dates and
letters almost indecipherable, we’re here, Nomi says, and in her eyes you
can see the fear that she’ll have to visit the cemetery sometime in the next
few days and stand helplessly at the graves, ashamed of her parents’ tears,
wanting to cry, too, picturing our father’s father lying in the coffin down
below, our mother’s mother, whom we, Nomi and I, never knew, our greatuncles and great-aunts, our hands, always in the way at times like these, the
weather, never right for times like these, if you did cry, at least you’d know
where to put your hands; gladiola and delicate roses next to graves covered
with stone slabs, the dead, whose names are engraved in the stone and will
remain legible for all eternity, I don’t like those slabs because they crush the
earth of the plain and keep the souls underneath from taking flight.
The worst that can happen to our family on our mother’s and our
father’s sides, lying under their stone slabs, is that there are no flowers for
them, none of the yellow and pink roses or gladiola, but the graves themselves, covered with those stone slabs, don’t get run-down even if no one
ever comes to visit, not on All Saints’ Day either, not even on All Saint’s
Day, my mother says, when one of her cousins telephones and, in a choked
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voice, tells Mother that, except for her, no one had gone to the cemetery to
light a candle for the dead. At least the gravestones aren’t falling apart, my
mother says then, and this sentence contains the profound sorrow of a life
spent too far from her dead to care for them properly, to visit them even
just once a year and bring them flowers on All Saints’ Day.
Since death rarely gives advance notice, we’re almost never there when
someone in our family dies in the Vojvodina, and when Aunt Manci or
Uncle Móric calls, because they’re the only ones with a telephone, to tell us
that today, unfortunately, they have bad news, then our living room becomes
eerily quiet. We might have had something to say about the dead if we were
there, where all of our family still lives, or at least we could listen to what
others had to say about the deceased, and we would certainly be moved
when Mamika, whose voice reaches into the deepest corners of your soul,
would sing, but we aren’t there, where it takes three days to take leave of
the dead, before the mortal remains, as they say, are consigned to the earth,
and since we only have a telephone over which a distant voice informs us
that something irrevocable has happened, we move around like ghosts on
days of bad news, we even avoid making eye contact with each other, and I
remember that on a day in October, 1979, father brusquely swept into the
wastebasket the yellow chrysanthemums mother had placed on the living
room table when we heard that his beloved great-aunt had died. No funeral
flowers, father said, the nape of his neck flushed red and with the remote
control still in his hand. Since then, Nomi and I call chrysanthemums
forbidden flowers because we were no longer allowed to put them on the
table and when we finally visited the cemetery in our hometown to decorate
the graves of our dead with flowers, we certainly never brought chrysanthemums, not even in autumn, so we’ve come too late then, I think, so now, for
a second time, we’re alone with our grief.
At the time, we had no idea that in a few years the headstones would
be knocked down, the granite slabs defaced with pickaxes and the flowers
decapitated, because in wartime killing only the living is not enough, and if
we had known, we probably would have stood by the graves of our dead,
heads lowered, praying that our quiet singing would harden into a magical
shield that could protect them undisturbed in their eternal rest, as they say,
but we might just as well have prayed that the earthworms, grubs, springtails, millipedes, and beetles of all kinds not be sent scrabbling and scuttling
about wildly when startled by the sudden change in the light, only to escape,
after their frenzy, into the shelter of darkness.
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Our brand new Chevrolet turns left onto the Hajduk Stankova, tracing an elegant curve before my father has to brake because the street is
unpaved, just hardened mud covered by a thin layer of dirt that turns our
Chevrolet into a dusty monstrosity, here too, civilization is brought to a
standstill.
We’re here, I say. Our car sits outside the main entrance, in front of a
wall maybe six feet high and nine feet wide, made of warped and dried out
wooden planks that offer more than one promising gap for curious eyes to
peer through, my father cuts the engine, we squint at the little white house,
starkly illuminated by the sun, the home of Mamika, my father’s mother, for
me it’s the archetype of a house that encloses what is most essential, one’s
deepest secrets, and we sit there for a long moment before father opens the
front gate and our Chevrolet slowly rolls into the courtyard, scattering the
ducks and chickens with a short blast of the horn.
The Lord has brought you, Mamika says this phrase in her soft voice
without a smile or tear and strokes our cheeks, one after the other, even my
father’s, her son, it’s God’s will that brings us into her living room, which
is also her bedroom, His grace, she serves us Traubi Soda, tonic, Apa Cola
and, in between, a drop of schnapps, as always Pope John Paul II smiles
down at us from a color photograph, and I anxiously inspect the room
down to the smallest details, my eyes seeking out the credenza, the framed
blessing, the rag rug, I always hope that everything is exactly the same as
before, because when I return to the place of my early childhood there is
nothing I fear so much as change: seeing these familiar objects protects me
again from my fear of becoming a stranger in this world, of being shut out
of Mamika’s life, I hurry out to the courtyard as soon as I can to continue
my anxious inspection. Is everything still there? The two wire mesh silos
in which the corn is stored and the cheeky mice frolic, the blue water pump
that to me was always a living creature (a dwarf ? some undefinable animal?),
the roses and damask violets my mother adores, with their scent that can
make your head spin at night, the paving stones from which urine evaporates quickly in summer and onto which the chickens’ blood sprays when
Mamika skillfully cuts their throats not long after they’ve pecked grains of
corn off the very same stones. Everything still there?, I secretly ask myself
and only much later do I understand why this particular anxiety grips me in
the first few moments of each return, and that I am not the only one who
suffers from this unpleasant feeling, that Nomi does too, but deals with it
differently.
And after I’ve inspected the courtyard, the chicken coop, the manure
pile, the garden, and, of course, the attic—which holds the most fascinating
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secrets—then I have to climb back down the rotting ladder, taking care not
to crush any of the glowing ice plant flowers that grow in the gaps between
the stones, I have to get back to the front gate as quickly as possible, push
down the latch, and stick my head out to see if she’s still there, the crazy
woman with her disheveled hair and eyes that believe everything they see
and forget it all immediately, that ask before her mouth does, do you have
something for me?, a little something sweet?, for my heart, something
sweet? I have to see if Julie is still there, Julie who still has the mind of a
child, as they say, although for a long time now she’s had breasts and frizzy
hair under her arms, Julie, who sits a stone’s throw away, up against the wall
or on a folding chair and does nothing but watch the day go by, Julie, are
you there? The lunatic we children fear and constantly mock, Julie, whom
we love because she believes everything we say and tells us things that hint
at foreign worlds (hey, Nomi and Ildikó, Julie says, you have a sister, yes,
yes, yes, you do, Julie giggles, I know it, look here, Julie points to the large
orange flowers on her dress, these are my eyes, yes they are…).

Traubi Soda! Nomi and I shout in chorus after we’ve washed our hands
and sat down at Mamika’s table on which a plastic tray with little bottles
awaits us, Traubi Soda! That’s the name of our homeland’s magic potion
in a slender bottle with no label, just glowing white letters on green glass,
Mamika, who has bought a ton of Traubi for us, just for you! And naturally
Nomi and I are spoiled brats from the West who make fun of the way they
try to imitate Coca-Cola in the East and end up with nothing better than a
brown, undrinkable brew called Apa Cola (Apa Cola, what a stupid name!),
but we love Traubi, we love Traubi so much that we consider bringing a few
bottles back to Switzerland to show our friends that back home, where we
come from, we have something that tastes unbelievably good—but so far
we haven’t.
Mamika, who serves chicken goulash with dumplings, breaded pork
cutlets with fried potatoes and squash, sun-fermented dill pickles and
tomato salad with red onion, Mamika, who lets us drink all the Traubi we
want and lets us get up from the table during dinner to get our fill of kissing her soft cheeks, Mamika is the only one who doesn’t annoy us when
she tells us we’ve grown at least the width of two fingers, my big girls, she
says, soon you’ll be young women! One after the other, Nomi and I put
our hands on Mamika’s bun because her braided hair is so soft against our
palms and I, who already that summer have the feeling that my legs are too
long, my hands too big, always some part of my body is no longer the right
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size, I’ve definitely grown more than two fingers’ width, but I’m still far
from the world of adults, this is especially clear when Mother and Father
start talking about life in Switzerland, about our laundry and dry cleaners
store, WÄSCHEREI, GLÄTTEREI, BÜGLEREI, the black and white sign
announces the services we offer, washing, folding, and pressing, and Father
paints the letters in the air for Mamika and the numbers, how much it costs
to have a shirt pressed, a tablecloth, an undershirt, how much of a discount
they give for ten shirts, and Mother describes what complicated fabrics the
rich have, your fingers have to learn how to iron them properly, because at
that price you can’t leave the tiniest wrinkle, she says, and I listen to my parents with one ear while talking almost inaudibly with Nomi about how our
friends would react to our Traubi Soda, Betty would certainly say, not bad,
but nothing special, and Claudia would turn the little bottle this way and
that and not say anything or just shrug her shoulders, it’s not easy to admit
something else is better than what you have, Nomi says, yes, that’s true! It
wouldn’t be fair to force our friends to lie to us, we decide, it’s better if we
just tell them how great Traubi Soda is and wait for the day when it’s much
more famous than all the other soft drinks, more famous even than CocaCola, yes, of course!, and Nomi fills our glasses again, Father and Mother,
in the meantime, are telling Mamika that we also deliver the pressed laundry
in large baskets to our customers’ homes, usually in the evening, for an
extra charge, of course, we have to follow hairpin turns on the way up those
hills, they like to live up high, the rich, Father says and laughs, and while he
tells of the dogs that have attacked him or almost attacked him during his
deliveries, I think of how we’re stuck in a basement with the two washing
machines, the detergent, fabric softener, special cleaning solutions, countless plastic baskets in all colors and sizes, cloth bags filled with clothespins,
along with a cupboard full of dishes, spices, and a cooking plate, how we
sit at the small wooden table that Father had found on the street, and there,
where it’s always cold and the freshly washed clothing hangs on a line, that’s
where we eat lunch in silence, because Father doesn’t like it when we talk
during meals. When we’re alone, Nomi and I measure the baggiest underwear with our fingers, imagining how many times our thighs and bottoms
could fit in those parachutes!, rich people have to go to the toilet, too, and
sometimes they’re downright fat, we say giggling, but I feel ashamed when
the owners come to pick up their bundles and I have to look them in the
eye while running the cash register, and no one knows about my shame, not
even Nomi.
That sounds like hard work, Mamika says, cuts a thick slice of bread and
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hands it to Father. But we earn our keep and no one tells me what to do, he
shows his teeth and refills his glass, but tell us, Mamika, now that the king
of all partisans is dead, do you still have to get up in the middle of the night
to stand in line for this thing they call bread? Or can you now buy bread in
the afternoon or whenever…?
It won’t be long before Father starts in on the basic differences between
East and West, the most fundamental differences in the whole universe,
and he will toss back one schnapps after another, the pear schnapps Uncle
Móric made this very year, the year Comrade Josip Broz Tito died and the
year when what everyone had always known, at least anyone intelligent,
would be proven true, namely that it will take several generations to fix this
socialist mess of an economy, if it’s even possible! (We’ve already heard all
this and more during the trip.) And just as Father is hitting his stride, Nomi
unexpectedly says in the relentless, high-pitched voice she usually uses to
beg for candy, I want Mamika to talk to me now, I want Mamika to talk now.
And she asks our grandmother how many babies the pigs have, asks about
the geese, the chickens, asks if we could go collect eggs later, she wants to
know if Mamika still forces food down the ducks’ throats, if Julie still goes
to the market for her, and what Mr. Szalm’s garden looks like. And Nomi
hangs from Mamika’s neck, talks on and on, until Mother puts her hand on
Nomi’s feverish face and says, we’ve only just arrived, you have a few days
to ask Mamika all your questions.
But I want to know now, Nomi says, I want to know everything right
away, she says again and presses her face against Mamika’s cheek, almost in
tears, her voice cracks, and Mother shakes her head, confused, and Father
says, after that long a drive, I’m in no mood to listen to this nonsense, and
slams his hand down on the table, and since there were no flies to swat, we
all jump, except for Grandmother who says, welcome to my home! Welcome with all you’ve brought with you, my dear Miklós! I’m going to take
Nomi and Ildikó on a quick tour and you take a rest while we’re out, then
we’ll have dessert!
My grandmother’s soft singsong, the frogs’ croaking at night, the pigs
squinting their little piggy eyes, the excited clucking of a chicken before it is
slaughtered, the damask violets and apricot-colored roses, colorful swearing, the pitiless summer sun, and over it all, the smell of braised onions,
and my strict Uncle Móric who suddenly stands up and starts dancing. The
atmosphere of my childhood.
That was my answer, after a long pause, when a friend asked me years
later what ‘homeland’ meant to me. At the time, the most important things
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didn’t even occur to me: first, Traubi Soda, the relatively unknown but, in
fact, most delicious drink in the whole world, which has surely been blessed
by Pope John Paul II and which I associate so completely with my native
country that I forgot to include it in my answer. And second, something
that is not so easy to capture in words because it’s my memory of Nomi,
how her whining got on Mother’s and Father’s nerves back then, in the
summer of 1980, when she started in, soon after we got to Mamika’s,
demanding that Mamika tell her everything and tell it right away; my sister’s
whining, I suddenly realized, was comparable to my secret, frantic inspections. We were both afraid of being cut off from our home country, we
wanted to recover the time that had passed while we were away, and in our
race against time it was immensely comforting to be able to orient ourselves
with banal, mundane things, the chopping block that fortunately was always
in the same place, next to the pigsty, near the outhouse, Mamika, who hasn’t
bought any cows or pheasants in the meantime, but still makes do with her
pigs, chickens, geese, and ducks, the tiny pigeon loft that we find in the attic,
just as we left it—and Mamika has told us that she only keeps the pigeons
for our mother’s sake, because Mother loves Grandmother’s pigeon soup
more than anything else and looks forward to it every year, just like a child,
as she herself admits—we’re happy when we make the rounds with Mamika
and see that she hasn’t turned her flower beds into a vegetable garden and
that the plum tree stands exactly where it always has, near the corn silo,
and some of the fruit falls in the garden and the rest drops onto the paving
stones where it is soon falls prey to the ants, beetles, wasps, and the chickens always pecking stupidly at everything they see. When Mamika shows
us her world, stops by the wooden fence that surrounds the chicken coop
and says, yes, Mr. Szalma’s courtyard is still a mess, see for yourselves!, when
we peek through the gaps in his fence at the giant squashes, some already
burst open, and the weeds crowding out the beautiful roses, when we hear
Mamika say she just doesn’t understand dear Mr. Szalma, why he repaints
his house every year but lets his garden go to seed, just look how the ivy is
devouring the raspberry bushes!, we’re reassured, Nomi and I, because our
homeland is not allowed to change, and if it has to, then only very, very
slightly (and when we turn eighteen, when we’re of age, we’ll come back
and creep under Mamika’s thick, warm quilts and we’ll dream that we were
only gone a few years over there in Switzerland).
Yes, we’re finally here, only after we’ve finished our tour of inspection
do we feel we’ve arrived, that we’re here now, where Grandmother lives,
Mamika, who, incidentally, has visited us in Switzerland twice for Easter and
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once for Christmas and has only ever been out of the country once, when
she went to Rome to kiss the Pope’s hand, and Mamika chuckled when she
told us about the exhausting bus ride to see her beloved Pope, about Rome,
which seemed infinitely large to her, that she was always leaning on her cane
or on her friend’s arm. My big little girls, Mamika says when we link arms
with her, slowly move towards the car because Father has called us to help
him unload it, and only once we’ve started pillaging the overloaded Chevrolet, setting our suitcases and bags down next to the well, do I notice that the
heat hasn’t changed even though it’s now late afternoon.
What a car!, Mamika says with one hand in the other behind her back,
how can you drive an enormous thing like that, Miklós, do you even know
where it begins and ends? In America, everyone drives one of these, Father
answers. It’s a fact, he adds when Mamika looks at him, eyebrows raised,
come, sit in it, and Father opens the passenger side door, brushes his hand
over the leather seat, it’s even more comfortable than sleeping in bed, and
Father lights a cigarette, Mamika hesitates, says, I’m too old for something
this modern, and mother says that tomorrow’s another day, but Father
already has hold of Mamika’s hands, helps her gently, but firmly as she
lowers herself into the car, lifts her legs, and settles herself onto the broad
leather seat. Father, who shuts the passenger side door with flair, and Nomi
and I, we’re sitting on our suitcases, watching Mamika as she looks out the
windshield and tries to smile, Father, who is already sitting behind the wheel
and surely explaining how everything works, the automatic transmission, the
windows with electric controls, the air conditioning, the comfort, a word he
doesn’t pronounce quite right in German, but likes to use.
Nomi, Mother, and I know we will see more of these displays over the
next few days, and when we drive over to Uncle Móric’s the day after tomorrow to celebrate his son Nándor’s wedding, all the men in their Sunday
best will be gathered around our Chevrolet within minutes as if they had
come to honor the car rather than the bride and groom; we can see them
already, the men, how they circle the car, slowly, thoughtfully, caressing the
gleaming metal, because any contact with the car must bring good luck, and
not just anyone, but the bridegroom, Nándor, is allowed to raise the hood,
and reveal the machine’s core, its heart, the motor!, and Father will start
it and the men will stand around the car with its engine running, they will
talk, talk, talk, and point out the important parts, necessary to make up the
whole, a beautiful whole that doesn’t just roll or move forward, but creates a
perfect driving experience.
This, or something very similar, is what will happen, and Mother, Nomi,
and I, our aunts and cousins, we’ll stand a little off to the side, pointing at
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the men and, within acceptable limits, make fun of the stamina and gravity they bring to mechanics, at such moments we really are no better than
foolish hens clucking and cackling to distract ourselves from what we all
fear, that this unanimous enthusiasm will suddenly degenerate into an argument because one of the men might contend that Socialism does have its
advantages after all, we foolish hens know that all it takes is one sentence
and suddenly the men’s throats are taut and exposed: Yeah, sure, Communism’s a good idea, on paper…! And Capitalism! The exploitation of man
by man…! We chatterboxes know that it’s one small step from mechanics
to politics, from a fist to a jaw—and when men tip over into politics, it’s the
same as when you start to cook and you know from the start, for whatever
reason, that it will go wrong, too much salt, not enough paprika, burnt, it’s
all the same, politics is poison, is what Mamika says.
In Mamika’s courtyard the Chevrolet looks like it’s from another world,
I think, as Mother puts her hands on Nomi’s and my shoulders and we wait
for the men’s drama to play out, a little owl perched somewhere in a tree
accompanies us with its shy call, we can take our bags in now, Mother says,
you know this could go on for a while, and she grabs two bags and heads
off towards the house, but Nomi and I, we keep sitting on our suitcases,
slip off our shoes, the paving stones are so hot, we can only brush our toes
over them, insanely hot, Nomi says, yeah!, and we look out of the corner of
our eyes at the car, at our Father, busy behind the steering wheel, his incisors gleaming occasionally through the windshield, and only later, when we
remember this strange scene, do we understand why we stayed there, seated
on our suitcases, even though it was unpleasant to watch how helplessly
Mamika swiveled her head from Father then back to us, her dark scarf had
slipped down low over her forehead; we would surely have jumped up so
as not to be upset by Mamika’s helplessness much longer, but Father, our
Father?, despite his cigarette, his impenetrable moustache, his gold teeth,
the wrinkles on his cheeks and brow, our father all of a sudden looked years
younger, like a boy telling his mother all about his new accomplishment
with a child’s excitement, hungry for her gentle praise, her acknowledgement (and Mamika will offer him what he so urgently needs, she will understand what he needs from her even though she feels completely out of
place)—Nomi and I, we stay there, sitting on our suitcases, because we want
to watch this boy for as long as we can, so long, that we’ll never forget him.
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I CALLED HIM NECKTIE
ICH NANNTE IHN KRAWATTE
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I Called Him Necktie centers on a chance encounter in a Tokyo
park: Hiro, a twenty-year-old Japanese recluse (or hikikomori),
meets Tetsu, a much older unemployed ‘salaryman’ (i.e. an office
worker). The setting itself marks them doubly as outsiders. Others
of their kind, already on the fringes of society, keep to their rooms
or offices. As their tentative friendship deeepens, the stories of their
pasts unfold. We also learn about the fates of their fragile, damaged acquaintances and friends, of whose downfalls they are not
entirely innocent. These tragedies have taught both Hiro and Tetsu
that inaction can have far greater consequences than action. They
are both overwhelmed by the pressure to succeed, to be perceived
as average and not to stand out in the ‘wrong’ way. Hiro reacts by
withdrawing, while Tetsu, who cannot bring himself to tell his wife
he has lost his job pretends to go to work every morning.
Through this friendship, Hiro gradually becomes able not only to
venture further afield but also to imagine ‘entering society’ again. At
their final meeting, Hiro promises to cut his hair and Tetsu promises to tell his wife about his redundancy. And yet, fate has other
plans for them.
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Kumamoto wrote poems. His exercise books were full of them. Forever
searching for the perfect poem, his obsession, he sat completely withdrawn
from the world, a pencil stuck behind his ear, a poet through and through –
a poem himself.
We were in the final year of school together. Both under the same pressure to pass. He took it more lightly than I did. Or at least he acted as if
he did. What’s the point of studying, he quipped, when my path is already
mapped out for me. Impossible to miss. The footsteps of those who trod
it before me. My great-grandfather, my grandfather, my father. All lawyers
who’ve paved the way for me. I don’t have to study. They’ve already done
it for me. I just have to chew it over again and spit it out. I owe them that.
Look! He showed me one of his exercise books. Torn to pieces. Father says
society doesn’t need oddballs. Well, he’s right. It’s just that I can’t help it. I
spent hours taping it back together.
Under one of the pieces of tape I read: Hell is cold.
The most perfect line, he said, that he had composed so far.
Hellfire is no warming fire.
It freezes me.
There’s no place as cold as this burning desert.
Thick pencil marks. Pressed into thin paper. In some places a fragment
was missing. It doesn’t matter. Kumamoto beat his chest three times. It’s all
here inside. My jisei no ku, my death poem.
30
At first I didn’t understand him. I didn’t understand him any more than
the poems he wrote. I read them and understood the words that formed
them. I understood hell and fire and ice. But to understand the abyss they
described, that would have required a way of reading that burrowed deep
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down, and I shied away from that, probably because I suspected I was
already there, but refused to believe it. All the same. If I’d understood him
then, things might have turned out differently, but who knows? Who knows
what something’s good for and whether it matters that it’s good? As far as I
remember, good isn’t a word that Kumamoto ever used.
We became friends nonetheless. Good friends. I admired his tenacity.
He shone with the light of someone who knew exactly where he was going
and that it would be terribly lonely there. He cared nothing for opinions.
He laughed with those who laughed at him. He just said, as he’d said of
his father: Well, they’re right. I can’t help it. He said it with a wink. It was a
winkaway line.
What did he admire in me?
I don’t know. Maybe that I was completely devoted to him. I trusted in
him and his cheerfulness. I trusted that he was someone who’d always stay
young, and who, when I was dead, would still, with snow-white hair, be
dreaming of the perfect poem.
31
We met mostly in the evening. He loved the twilight. The light at that
hour, he said, is mournful and joyful at once. It mourns the day that has
passed, it rejoices in the night that has fallen. We strolled aimlessly through
the streets. Kumamoto dragging me behind him. The scent of a strange
landscape surrounded him. He smelled of earth frozen several centimeters deep, of strange plants that concealed themselves underneath. If they
sprouted, I asked myself, what would come to the surface?
The answer was a crossing.
Kumamoto stopped. Above him a shampoo advertisement streamed in
neon letters. Men and women rushed around us in great waves. We were
an island in a surging sea. Suddenly, a grasp, and Kumamoto was holding
me tight. He was clutching my arms with both hands. I’ve got it, he cried.
There is no perfect poem! It can only be perfect in its imperfection. Do
you understand? I didn’t want to understand. Him, in my ear: I have an
image in my mind. I see it clearly before me. Its colors are piercing in their
sharp definition. But as soon as I’ve grasped it fully, it explodes, and what
I write down are isolated fragments that don’t make up a whole. Do you
understand now? It’s as if I were trying to glue together, piece by piece,
a vase that’s been broken. But the fragments are so crushed that I don’t
know which ones belong together, and no matter how I assemble them,
there’s always a fragment left over. This fragment though! It makes the
poem. Through it alone the poem attains meaning. There was a fever in his
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voice: Let my death poem be a vase, with water flowing through its mended
cracks.
He let me go. I staggered. I felt the impression of his fingers on my
arms.
You’re sick, I whispered.
He retorted: So are you.
It was a warning. I heard it and chose not to hear it.
32
Some days later, in physics class, Kumamoto slipped me a note. It said:
Tonight at eight. At the crossing. I want to make it up to you. I still have the
note. I know exactly where it is in my room, in which drawer. Under the old
old stone with the insect trapped inside. Sometimes I take it out and read
it, word by word, like a prayer: Tonight at eight. At the crossing. I want to
make it up to you.
His illness?
I think it was his absolute determination. He wanted and wanted and
wanted. To make up for it. He knew that he couldn’t honor his debt to his
forefathers, and he knew that his cheerfulness wouldn’t last forever. You
can’t keep on claiming: I can’t help it. After a certain age, one he didn’t want
to reach, you have to accept that you can always help it. That was his illness:
he realized too young that nothing is perfect and he was too young to draw
the right conclusions from it. That I suffered from the same illness – perhaps he wanted to warn me of that.
When I left the house that evening the air was heavy and damp, a wet
cloth that wrapped itself around my body. I was nervous, I ran, liquid
asphalt under my feet. I could already spot him from a distance. He had
turned his face towards me. A scorching gaze, he looked at me. Raised his
hand, shouted something. His mouth opened and closed again. I couldn’t
make it out. Drowned out by the noise of the street, his cry had long since
faded away when he, a swimmer, plunged into the traffic before my racing
eyes, without looking around. He held his hand high above his head. Brakes
squealed. The hand hovered for a few seconds in the heavy air. Then it sank
down. Someone screamed: An accident! Gasping for breath, I reached the
spot. Sharp elbows digging into my side. I burrowed through the throng
of passers-by. Kumamoto, covered in blood. His hand. Slender and white.
Sirens wailed. I stepped back. Blind. Blinded. Was pushed away, far back.
Hey, you! Everything ok? I had collapsed onto the pavement. Next to me
a rubbish bag, burst open. Rotten meat. I passed out. When I came to he’d
already been removed. Above me, an advertisement for face masks. Every-
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thing ok? I stood up and left.
33
I left for home, my legs shaking. Everyone I met had his eyes. Kumamoto everywhere. Dense bodies, underneath them bones, organs, nothing
permanent. His death – was he really dead? – had given me x-ray vision. I
remember the woman walking in front of me. She was beautiful. Delicately
built. I looked at her back and, breathing in and out, I watched her spine,
swaying to and fro as she walked. The motion of this spine, I understood
all of a sudden, is inclined towards death. I remember the man who rushed
up to her, took her by the arm, kissed her hands. He too: ashes and dust.
My parents. I remember. Mother, a skeleton, sat in front of the television.
Father, a skeleton, drank frothy beer. Ah, there you are at last. Bare skulls
that eyeballed me from staring holes. What will become of you, I heard.
Roaming the streets late at night. Have you forgotten? Your future! Father
bit into a piece of raw sausage. Ripping teeth. I lurched down the corridor.
My shadow, behind me, into my room. The door fell shut quietly.
34
Here, take a sip. You need to drink something.
The tie, red and grey-striped, brought me back to the park.
Slowly, he said, there, that’s better.
I was glad that he said nothing more than that.
Because what’s there to say, I continued. What’s there to say if your
words have run dry? After the door had fallen shut behind me I felt a
speechless emptiness. I lay down, speechless, in my mind I ran towards the
crossing again. Kumamoto’s mouth. What had he called out? Again and
again I tried to read it from his lips, again and again I failed. Had it been a
word? A word like freedom? Or life? Or happiness? Had it been a no? Or
a yes? A simple greeting? Goodbye, perhaps? Had it been my name? Or:
Father? Mother, perhaps? Or something that had no meaning and it was
pointless to wonder what it was.
I spent the rest of the night in a state of detachment. I didn’t sleep, yet
I slept the sleep of a sleepwalker. As soon as I closed my eyes I saw the
hand in the darkroom of my memory, Kumamoto’s hand, as it peeled itself
off, horribly isolated, lifted itself from the black asphalt. It had pointed at
me. Of all the bystanders, at me. And what had shocked me the most about
it had been the shame that had suddenly welled up inside me, this: I don’t
know him. He doesn’t belong to me. I’m glad to be pushed away. From him,
lying there, in pain. The shame had gone as suddenly as it had come but it
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was no use persuading myself afterwards that it had been a natural reaction. It was there, I had felt it, it had still been there, and with it, anger, this:
Why had Kumamoto made something public that concerned only him and
him alone? Why had he forced such cowardly shame on me? Never again,
I swore, would I attach myself to anyone. Never again be entangled in anyone’s destiny. I wanted to enter a space without time, where no one would
ever shock me again. Let life outside move on. I wanted to lock it out, hide
myself away from it, not allow it to happen to me. That one fragment that
gave Kumamoto’s death poem its meaning had gouged itself into my mind.
35
The next morning I stayed in bed. Nothing out of the ordinary. I had
often skipped school before. There had been times when I’d stayed at home
for three or four days and they’d left me in peace because I had clever
reasons. As long as you bring home good marks. Thanks to the remaining shreds of diligence I had in me, I had soon made up for the classes I’d
missed.
But this time it was different.
A week went by. My parents were worried. Another week and they were
annoyed. Another week and they were desperate. Desperate for a long time.
Then annoyed again. Finally worried. And so it went on, back and forth,
until I could no longer tell if weeks had turned into months and months
into years. I had barred the door to my room. Knocking was futile, I didn’t
answer. Depending on whether my parents were worried or annoyed or
desperate, their knocking had a grey or a black or a white sound. It colored
the silence that had sucked me in and that resembled the silence of a dark
forest. You walk along a winding path. Treetops swaying, the sun slants
down through the branches. Spiderwebs shimmer in its rays, delicate structures made from the threads of dreams. You think: How quiet it is here.
And realize the next moment that you were wrong. The silence of the forest
is a suffused silence, suffused with the sounds of birds, the snapping of rotten wood. Beetles whir. A tired leaf swirls down. The silence murmurs like
music, like a song with no beginning or end. All other songs originate from
this song. In my room I realized: Silence has a body. It is alive. The dripping
of the tap in the kitchen. Mother’s fluffy slippers. The ringing of the telephone. The fridge opening. Father’s slurping. Through the plugged keyhole
I could hear the outside breathing, and I was relieved I no longer had to add
my own breath. My scalp prickled. I felt my hair growing.
36
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Did he get in touch again?
Who?
Kumamoto.
No, I shook my head. I don’t know what happened to him, and to be
honest, I don’t want to find out either. Why not?
He wrote his poem. Do you see? Now I’m writing mine.
What if he’s still alive...
...I’ve still spent two years in my room. The last two years of my youth
– given away! Given to him, someone who must be dead in his innermost
soul, I can’t imagine it any other way. Can I read it? Your poem?
It’s not finished yet.
But it’s right there.
Where?
On the back of your hand.
So many scars. I hid them quickly.
37
Black salsify, a noodle salad, two croquettes.
He scattered the few remaining crumbs for the pigeons that had gathered around us, their wings flapping. He stamped his feet. They whirred
away. Came back with fluffed-up necks. Had forgotten that he had just
shooed them away. Poor animals, he murmured. It must be terrible. With
no memory. But perhaps not as terrible as we think. I mean. If you were to
forget everything. Wouldn’t you then also forgive everything? Yourself and
others? Wouldn’t you be free from guilt and remorse? An electric crackling,
as he wiped an invisible spot from his trousers with his sleeve. No, that
would be too easy, wouldn’t it? To forgive, to be truly free, you have to
remember, day in, day out.
Do you want to continue with your story?
Yes, I want to forgive. The sentence came out of me just like that.
I’m not a typical hikikomori, I continued. Not like the ones they talk
about in the books and newspaper articles left at my door now and then
for me to read. I don’t read manga; I don’t spend my days in front of the
television and my nights in front of the computer. I don’t build model
airplanes. Playing video games makes me queasy. I want nothing to distract
me from the attempt to save me from myself. From my name for instance,
from my heritage. I’m the only son. From my body, whose needs haven’t
stopped sustaining me. From my hunger, from my thirst. In the two years
I’ve served, my body overcame me three times a day. I would creep to the
door, open it a fraction, pick up the tray mother had left there for me.
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When no one was at home I slipped out, into the bathroom. I had a wash.
Strange, this need to wash. I brushed my teeth and combed my hair. It had
grown long. A glance in the mirror: I’m still here. I suppressed the cry in
my throat. I wanted to save myself from it too. From my voice, from my
words. The words with which I’m now putting on record that I don’t know
if a typical hikikomori even exists. Just as there are many different kinds of
rooms so too are there many different hikikomori who’ve hidden themselves away for many different reasons and in many different ways. One—I
read about him—spends his fading youth practicing the same tune over and
over on a guitar with only three strings, while another—I read about him
too—is building a collection of sea shells. At night, when it’s dark, he walks
to the sea, his hood pulled down over his face, only returning home at the
break of dawn.
38
I’m lucky that they’ve left me in peace so far. Because there are some
who’ve been lured out. They’re promised reintegration. Rehabilitation too.
Work. Success. Mouthing flimsy promises they lead them step by step, back
into society, that great collective. They get them used to fitting in. They
harmonize them. But I’m lucky. They’ve given up on me. They don’t send
social workers to my door to talk at me for hours. Books and newspaper articles, when I flick through them, Father’s aftershave, then a muffled knock
again, the imprint of Mother’s finger in one of the rice balls, this little bit
of life is just enough, just bearable still. They let me do this. That’s why I’m
lucky. To be part of a family that lets me do this, lock myself away. Out
of shame, mind you. No one must know that I’m a hikikomori. They told
the neighbors I was on an exchange in America, and after I started going
outside again they told them I’d returned, and needed some time to get used
to being back in the country. I’m lucky to be part of a family that’s ashamed
of me.
And perhaps it’s this luck that best defines a hikikomori. The good
fortune of being freed, for the foreseeable future, from events and eventualities, from the relationship of cause and effect. Of being in limbo in an
uneventuated space, with no real goal in sight and lacking the will to reach
it. A ball that lies silently to one side and doesn’t set any others in motion.
By shutting yourself out you fall out of your tight-knit network of contacts
and relationships, and you’re relieved not to have to do anything about it.
This relief: you no longer have to do your share. You finally admit to yourself that you are completely indifferent to the world.
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It’s not easy to have a hikikomori in the family. Especially at first. You
know: There’s the door, behind it is his room, inside he’s pretending to be
dead. He’s still alive, you hear him sometimes, all too rarely, pacing up and
down. You put his food by the door for him and watch it disappear. You
wait. Surely he’ll have to go to the bathroom, to the toilet. You wait in vain.
At first I only went out when I was sure that no one would disturb my
existence. My existence was constituted by my absence. I was the cushion
no one sat on, the empty place at the table, the bite out of the plum on the
plate that I’d put back outside my door. In my absence I had broken the
rule that says that you have to be there and that when you’re there you have
to do something, achieve something.
But at the same time it’s not all that difficult to have a hikikomori in the
family. The initial despair subsides. You’re no longer in despair about his
absence, if anything, you’re desperate to hide it. The shame. Our only son.
People have started to talk. Funny looks from the Fujimotos. People are
whispering that I’m shopping for three when I should only be shopping for
two. At least he’s drawn the curtains. I hate to think what would happen if
anyone could see him. You know how it was with the Miyajimas. No one
had a good word to say about them in the end either.
Father and Mother were agreed: our name and reputation had to be
protected at all costs. They argued a lot about who was to blame for me
shutting myself away, and about which of them was more to blame. They
argued quietly, just quietly enough that the neighbors couldn’t hear them.
You spoiled him, was one accusation. Or: You were never there for him.
But in everything to do with name and reputation they were agreed, and
their consensus was to my advantage because it allowed me to retreat even
further.
Only once did they try to get me out. At the height of their despair they
forced open the door with a crowbar. Father stormed in, he was beside
himself. Even if I have to drag you out kicking and screaming! He raised
his hand. Kumamoto’s. For seconds, in the air. I flinched. It whistled down.
Missed me. Sank down, powerless. I said: I can’t go on. Said it more to myself. From then on they left me alone.
40
Were you listening? A hmm.
Then he was silent. His silence wasn’t an assessment of what I’d said
or how I’d said it. It was a hmm, nothing more, and with a hmm the sun
wandered across the sky. When we started talking again we passed the time
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with small talk. The weekend. The weather. If it stays fine like this then
tomorrow we’ll take a trip to the sea. Kyōko loves that. Going on a trip
somewhere.
Another hmm.
Then he fell asleep.
It struck me that I had left a lot out. I’d left out, for example, that
Kumamoto had sometimes called me his twin. That is to say, he’d said our
souls were twinned. I had left out that I missed him. I had left out that
Mother cried about me a lot. And that Father never forgot to slip my pocket
money under the door. I had left out that it was precisely these things left
out that gave shape to my story. Kumamoto had been proven right: you
could write death poems, millions of them, about one and the same death,
yet each one of them said something different depending on what they left
out.
41
Saturday and Sunday crept slowly by. We had parted on a light-hearted
note. Well. Take care. See you. No awkwardness had set in between us and
so I waited all the more impatiently for Monday morning. Would he come
again? The question weighed heavily on me. It sounded like the rattling of
train tracks. Like a now! now! now! And an unruffled announcement: There
will be a delay. Thank you for your understanding. Someone whispers into
his cellphone: Another one down.
For the first time in a long while I wanted some distraction. My parents
had gone out, I saw the lights of their car as it pulled out of the driveway.
As soon as they were gone I crept into the living room, on tiptoe even
now. I turned on the television. A cookery program. Changed channels. A
baseball match. I left it on as, treading more firmly now, I went from the
living room into the bedroom, from the bedroom into the bathroom, from
the bathroom into the guestroom. An abandoned bed surrounded by boxes.
Well-thumbed books. A teddy bear. Old toys. The familiar smell of things
that had once been cherished. The guestroom had become a junk room.
The last guest to have slept here had been Mother’s friend Aunt Sachiko.
Visitors came seldom now and if they came it was only for a quick word
in the hall. The whole house seemed to be waiting for someone to come
again and fill it with life. It was a sad house. To comfort it, I went from the
guestroom into the bathroom again, from the bathroom into the bedroom,
from the bedroom into the living room, and wherever I felt like it, I left a
mark, to show it that there was a little bit of life in it still. I moved things.
Half a centimeter. Made dents in cushions and pillows. Swapped one towel
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for another.
And put the clocks back a minute. Photos from a distant past smiled
down from the walls in the hallway. I stopped at one of them. It showed the
three of us in front of a backdrop that had been added in later. The Golden
Gate Bridge. Above it, a gigantic, bloated moon. We’d never been to San
Francisco. I turned the photo around to face the wall.
42
And? Did you go to the sea?
No. He tried to laugh, and failed. Kyōko said I looked exhausted and I
should just sit around for once and have a rest. She said I’d work myself to
death otherwise. Typical Kyōko, she knows me too well. She knows that I’m
someone who finds it difficult to do nothing. At least I was once. But that’s
quite a while ago now.
Two months?
Yes. Two months or so. Time’s been a vague concept since I lost my job.
That said, I no longer know how I ever managed to pass that time. It seems
to me that I’ve only ever worked, worked, nothing more – and unlike many
others: I actually enjoyed it.
Then why are you here?
I couldn’t keep up anymore. He spoke without looking at me, his face
turned slightly to the side. I had begun to stick out at the office. Ten young
heads. Among them, mine, grey. Twenty hands, among them, mine, too
slow. I stuck out as someone on the decline. Even when we’d go for drinks
after work I’d slowed down. While the others drank till they passed out,
I drank half as much and still passed out. It’s no fun to lie there and not
know how you’ll make it to the next day. You start asking yourself all sorts
of questions. You look in the mirror and quickly look away. You avoid using
the word old. But it slips out of you at exactly the wrong place and time.
And you’re out of place yourself; somehow you no longer fit in.
43
Once, I tripped. It was an accident. I was carrying a pile of papers into
a colleague’s office. A slow-motion shot. There was the cord. I saw it. Had
one foot over it safely already. The other got caught. The papers scattered.
Black numbers surrounded me. One red one: fifty-eight. They laughed at
me. Ten ties were my witness. Twenty eyes, one look. He’s gone, one whispered, he’s definitely gone.
My accident, the only major one in the thirty-five years I’d been working, set off a chain of mistakes and uncertainties. I had tripped up in the
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truest sense of the word, and I’d let much more than just a pile of papers
slip out of my hands. I looked at myself carefully. Something wasn’t right
with me. I felt my arms and legs. Walked tentatively up and down the corridors. Tried one way of walking, then another. Bought shoes with non-slip
soles. Only to establish: What I’d lost wasn’t the ability to walk in a straight
line, it was a certain spring in my step, a self-assurance. I could no longer
catch up with myself. I was lagging behind myself.
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And this tiredness.
It came like the first snow in winter. Everything had been yellow and
red and blue still, just before, and now it was white. And everything had
been a house, a tree and a dog still, just before, and now it was a shapeless
mound and I didn’t know what lay underneath. Tiredness blanketed me. A
lead weight. I would sit in the metro on my way to work and think about
how I would set about standing up. I would stop sitting down. I’d stand up
straight, one hand in the strap, so it couldn’t overcome me in the first place.
It was a fight against gravity. My eyelids would fall shut with the effort. The
darkness after they’d fallen shut won more and more power over me.
That treacherous tiredness.
Soon it had not only my limbs, but also – can that be – my brain in its
clutches. I understood what I was supposed to do, but at the same time I
didn’t understand it. A weight pressing down on my neck, I was treading a
thin line, and a typo or a spot on my shirt was enough to send me tumbling
head over heels into the abyss. But I didn’t stumble again. I fell asleep. For
the first time in thirty-five years, I should emphasize that, for the first time
in thirty-five years I fell asleep at my desk one Monday afternoon. It was no
brief nodding off. No. No wading in shallow waters. More a plunge into a
bottomless sea. I was a shipwreck, eroded by algae, and fish swam in shimmering shoals through my belly.
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When they shook me awake I knew: I’m gone now. In my mouth was
the stale aftertaste of a dream I could no longer remember and I almost
wished they hadn’t woken me from it.
Not long after that I was let go.
Not efficient enough, they said.
I packed my things and threw them in the nearest rubbish bin. A weight
fell from my shoulders.
Yes, I’m ashamed to admit that for one delicious moment I felt only
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relief. They didn’t need me any more. I didn’t have to prove anything anymore. The feeling of finally having failed intoxicated me. I was the fierce
flare of a candle whose flame is fed by nothing more than the last vestiges
of wax. It knows it will soon burn out. And so it burns one last time,
brighter than ever before.
Where should I go? Not home. I sat down, still feeling relief, in a tavern,
not far from here, and staggered out again five beers later. Mild spring
air. Drifting clouds. At one of the street corners I passed, a drunkard was
delivering a fiery speech on the state of the nation. A phlegm-filled cough,
then he spat. When our eyes met he cried: Brother, where have you been? I
turned away in disgust. He followed me. I felt his eyes on my back. He came
closer. I felt his hand. Full of rage, I knocked him to the ground, kicked
him like crazy. He didn’t defend himself, and that made me angry. He didn’t
return any of my insults. A baby, gasping for breath: Where have you been?
I bent over him. His face was blue. My beloved brother. His gasps haunted
me.
Only when I got home did the tiredness come over me again. The
gnarled roots in the driveway. The asphalt cracked open around them. I
barely made it through the garden gate. Kyōko’s flowerpots. A glove. Baggy
fingers. The key turned brittlely in the lock. A tender echo: Where have you
been? I slurred: The best thing about work is coming home.
You idiot.
I could smell mushrooms and onions.
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I’ve never cheated on Kyōko with another woman. I can say that honestly. No temptation was as great as the promise I made to her.
Hashimoto, an old friend from university, used to tease me and call me
a coward. A married man himself, he let no opportunity go by – and there
were many opportunities because he was a good-looking man and what’s
more, he made good money. I was amazed at his ability to stroll from one
body to another. He said it like that: I’m going for a stroll. How do you
manage not to let on? Him, answering: It doesn’t take much. It starts with
the first lie. You introduce it into the system. It takes root. In the early
stages of growth a mere tug would be enough to uproot it. The second lie
follows. The roots run deeper. The third, the fourth, the fifth lie. Now you’d
need a shovel. The sixth. The seventh. You’d need a digger. The roots have
already branched out a long way. A subterranean network. You can’t see it.
It would only become visible if you unearthed it, as the hole that remained.
The eighth, the ninth, the tenth lie. At some point the system becomes
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completely intertwined. If you tried to dig the roots up from the ground,
the surface itself would collapse.
Hashimoto is still strolling. Just recently I ran into him in a department
store. I asked: How are you? Him: No cave-ins. His laughter was unscathed.
He had maintained his youthful freshness. And your wife? She’s over there,
look. He pointed to a group of women standing at a bargain bin. The one
with the scarf around her neck. I was shocked. Her face, a ruin. She was a
hundred, no, hundreds of years old. What happened? He laughed, flashing
his white teeth: Life! Heck! Life! A little too loud. I looked after them as
they disappeared up the escalator, him straight, her hunched over, a mismatched couple. They had their backs to each other, each of them alone.
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What I wanted to say. Lying has its price. Once you’ve lied you find
yourself in a different space. You live under one roof, live in the same
rooms, sleep in the same bed, toss and turn under one blanket. But the lie
eats its way in between you. It’s a trench. Unbreachable. It splits a house in
two. And who knows if it wouldn’t be the same with the truth?
I, who’ve never cheated on Kyko, feel as if I had a mistress. Her name
is Illusion. She’s not beautiful, but pretty enough. Long legs. Red lips. Curly
hair. I’m crazy about her. I don’t want to start a new life with her of course,
but I daydream about her. I take her to the most expensive restaurants in
town. I feed her with my own hand. I rent an apartment. I pay for her upkeep. Cost what it may. She gratifies me and my manhood. By her side I’m
young and strong again. She purrs: The world is your oyster. She believes
in me and my potential, and I believe in her belief in me, and let myself be
flattered utterly by it. I’m a lazy adventurer.
At home I float in a bubble. It’s so thin that the merest touch would
burst it. So I try not to be touched. I sit in front of the television and watch
the news. When Kyōko asks me how work went and why I’m not doing
overtime any more, or if I’ve talked to my boss about this or that, I say:
Ssh. Not now. She repeats the question. A little less forcefully. I say: Later.
Please. She shrugs her shoulders. I hazard a breath. The bubble I’m floating
in trembles, almost imperceptibly, as I exhale.
It’s a decision.
And with that he unpacked his bento box. Rice with salmon and pickled
vegetables again. I’ve decided to pretend. Because that was my promise:
that daily routine, our daily routine would become our refuge. It has to be
maintained. Until the end.
Finally he looked at me. Winked. Kyōko’s bento boxes just taste too
good to miss.
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1.
I waited at Ben Gurion Airport underneath a bunch of colorful balloons
that congregated at the ceiling. I read the display panel, ate a sandwich,
watched people look around, clueless. Soldiers, Russian grandmothers,
Orthodox Jews, and extended Arab families. A mezuzah was affixed to the
gate that led into the arrival hall. Many of the arriving passengers kissed it
by running the fingertips of their right hand over it and then touching their
mouth. Most faces displayed joy and great expectation. Again and again,
people ran toward each other, hugged, let go, and examined each other’s
faces as if trying to make up for lost time. Next to me an ultra-Orthodox
man in a black suit and a wide-brimmed hat dropped to his knees and
kissed the ground. A young woman, holding a little boy in her arms, was
picked up by an older man. The boy kicked and screamed as the man tried
to touch him. An older woman lectured her grandson. In the arrival hall all
the different languages mixed into a wave of sound: Russian, Hebrew, English, Italian, and Arabic. A deep woman’s voice repeatedly warned over the
loudspeaker not to leave any luggage unattended, adding: “It’s prohibited to
carry weapons in all the terminal halls.” Fifteen minutes ago my computer
had been seized and shot with a firearm, and now I would have to wait for
a letter of acknowledgment that would allow me to apply for financial compensation from the state of Israel.
It all started at the passport check. I’d been asked about my name.
“Maria Kogan.”
“Maria, of all names.”
I shrugged and said, “My mother liked the name. Masha.”
“Masha?”
“My nickname.”
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He made a note in one of his forms and studied my work visa.
Why was I here?
“To grieve.”
Another note on his form.
“How long are you planning to stay?”
“As long as possible.”
“Are you sure that this is your computer?” He scowled at the stickers
with Arabic characters on my keyboard.
“Yes.”
“You are interested in our neighbors, huh? Can I take your computer for
a little test?” he said, grinning, and left with my computer.
The situation was serious. Now my suitcase had to be searched as well.
This task was assigned to two young soldiers, neither of whom could be
older than twenty. They were wearing translucent rubber gloves and told
jokes to loosen up the situation. The girl dug through my stuff, respectfully
trying not to look too closely. This earned her repeated reprimands from
the other soldier, who was bald. He stood next to her, bowlegged, examining the contents of the suitcase and giving orders. Every piece of clothing,
every scarf, every pair of panties was unfolded. All jars were opened. Even
my electric toothbrush was tested for explosives. The fact that I’d hardly
brought any clothes, but instead many dictionaries, aroused suspicion.
During this examination they questioned me. Whom do you know in
Israel? With whom are you going to live? For whom are you going to work?
What are you going to do? The bald soldier looked me directly in the eye.
Why had I come to Israel, and why had I not come sooner, and why not
forever? The female soldier leafed through my Arabic dictionaries with her
long red fingernails; her tone, too, becoming increasingly aggressive. Why
had I traveled to Arabic countries and what did I know about the Middle
East conflict?
“Do you speak Arabic?”
“Yes.”
“Why?”
“I studied it.”
“Do you speak Hebrew?”
“No.”
“Do you have a boyfriend?”
“Yes. No. I mean no.”
“Is he Arab, Egyptian, or Palestinian?”
“No.”
“What is he then?”
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“Dead.”
They looked at each other, irritated.
“When did he pass away?” the young woman asked shyly.
“Recently.”
“I’m sorry.” The female soldier showed the tiniest of sympathetic
smiles.
“How did he die?” the male soldier asked.
“Pulmonary embolism.”
“Was he Arab, Egyptian, or Palestinian?”
I was still trying to figure out if he’d really just asked this question when
we heard the following announcement: “Do not be alarmed by gunshots.
Security needs to blow up suspicious passenger luggage.”
Multiple gunshots followed. The walkie-talkie of the bald guy beeped
and he talked into it in a quick, agitated voice. The soldiers closed my suitcase. They apologized for the examination and explained that it had been
necessary because of the security situation. They wished me a pleasant stay
in the Holy Land. The soldier wanted to talk me into visiting Eilat. He was
from there and knew every stone, he said. His colleague interrupted to tell
me about little waterfalls all around Jerusalem. She was in the process of
writing out the bus connection from the central bus terminal when a concerned officer hurried toward us.
He introduced himself, shook my hand, and apologized politely for
having blown up my computer. Then he led me into another room, where
its remains had been laid out. My computer hadn’t really been blown up,
though: the white case bore three bullet holes. The officer chewed his gum.
“Why did you shoot my computer?” I asked in disbelief.
“We thought it was a bomb. It’s standard procedure with a suspected
terrorist attack.” He spoke slowly, as if to a child, having to explain the
obvious.
“How am I supposed to work now?”
“The Israeli state will provide you with another computer.”
“When?”
“Soon.”
My cousin arrived about forty minutes later, flung her arms around my
neck, and was gorgeous. Right away she informed me that she’d received
my call while in bed with her new director, but she didn’t want to miss out
on greeting me at the airport. Hannah was my mother’s niece. But we were
a widely cast family with unclear degrees of relation and Mother was bad
at remembering both names and faces. Therefore everyone who didn’t earn
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their own money was a niece or nephew. The seniors were uncles and aunts,
and the rest were simply cousins. To better tell them apart, my mother
secretly assigned them numbers. Hannah was Niece No. 5 and her mother,
Cousin No. 13, but she wasn’t a hundred percent sure about that.
I mostly knew my relatives from photos that were sent regularly. The
photos of family gatherings were especially sad—my aunts still had crumbling smiles on their faces, but their husbands didn’t bother anymore. They
just stared dejectedly at the camera. The table in front of them was set with
the dinnerware they’d brought from the USSR . Hannah, on the other hand,
was always the noticeably good-looking girl in front of spectacular motifs:
the Dead Sea, Jerusalem, the Sea of Galilee, the desert.
I’d never properly gotten to know Hannah. The last time we saw each
other was seven years ago, when her parents had visited us in Germany. It
had been a short, relaxed visit. Hannah was sixteen, I was twelve, and she
never took off her headphones. Her parents rented a car and drove from
one Rhine castle and forgotten synagogue to the next. My mother had her
mind set on proving that it was possible to live in Germany as a Jew.
Following Elisha’s death, Hannah had started calling me regularly. At
night, between ten and eleven, after my mother had left. We both knew to
avoid getting too close, or asking any touchy questions or expecting honest
answers. We didn’t talk about Elisha’s death or Hannah’s daughter. Hannah
talked about Israel, the landscape, and the beach, about hiking trails in the
North that she wanted to try out with me and about clubs in Tel Aviv that
she promised to show me. She talked with me about normal things that I
didn’t think of anymore. Soon I became familiar with her everyday life, the
names and stories of her friends, even the units in which they had served.
“Why don’t you make aliyah?” she asked.
“No way,” I said. “I’d be stupid to give up German citizenship.”
“OK, then at least come for a while. You’ll like it.”
Now, a few months later, in the parking lot of Ben Gurion Airport I was
hit by a wall of hot and humid air. I felt like I’d arrived in the tropics. Suddenly I was excited to be here. I was looking forward to the work and happy
that my life might not be entirely over after all.
Hannah never took her foot off the gas pedal. Behind us blinked the red
and yellow lights of the airport.
“This isn’t the way I’d imagined you,” Hannah said and lit a cigarette.
“You don’t look like me at all. I thought you would look like me. No, I
didn’t think you would, I just hoped you would. I hoped you and I would
look a bit alike.”
“We’re just cousins.”
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“But you don’t look like it at all.”
“Like what?”
“Jewish.”
“You think?”
Hannah nodded and focused on the street again.
“Not at all?” I asked.
“No.”
I secretly studied myself in the rearview mirror.
“Are you sure?”
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s OK.”
“Are you offended?”
“No.” I laughed, loud and hysterical.

2.
Again and again we stopped to take pictures. Hannah was constantly
asking someone to take a photo of the two of us, but despite that, we only
needed an hour to cross the old town of Jerusalem. After strolling through
the Armenian, Christian, Jewish, and Arab neighborhoods, we got in line to
go through a security check. The Wailing Wall itself was divided into two
sections: one for women and one for men. Of course, the part for women
was much smaller. The heat was stifling, the Shabbat almost over, and the
Wailing Wall nearly empty.
A tired-looking woman with sunken, wrinkled cheeks wordlessly handed
Hannah and me polyester scarfs to cover our knees and shoulders. Hannah
took a prayer book from the shelf at the entrance to the Wailing Wall and
single-mindedly approached it. I hesitated and sat in one of the randomly
dispersed white plastic chairs. To my left, Orthodox girls were praying,
dapper in their best Shabbat dresses. To my right, a young woman in a long
gray dress and a wig rocked back and forth in prayer. Her little son was
jumping around cheerfully between the chairs, pawing his mother’s butt and
babbling. His yarmulke kept falling from his head, but he always put it back
on immediately, without having to be told to do so. At the very back a nun
stood perfectly still, as if carved from stone. She surveyed the scene from
a distance, emotionless. Her features were rather masculine and her face
sunburned. Only her eyes sparkled, gleaming with an inward focus.
So here, at the holiest site in Judaism, wrapped in a pink-and-blue polyester scarf, I could have consulted God, could have complained or wailed.
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For a long time, I contemplated what to write on my piece of paper, but I
couldn’t think of anything. I wanted Elisha back, that was all. So I wrote
Elisha on the slip, folded it, approached the wall, reached out with my right
hand, and recited the kaddish. Every crack was filled with paper, prayers,
and wishes in different languages. Spanish, Russian, Hebrew, many of them
laminated. When I stuffed my piece of paper into the wall, others fell out
and landed in front of my feet. I knelt down and started collecting them. I
couldn’t resist a quick glance at their contents. Every slip had an addressee.
Dear God, Yahweh, El, Adonai. I asked myself whether the missing address
would downgrade my slip. But the idea of addressing God hadn’t even
crossed my mind, and if it had, I wouldn’t have known how.
“Don’t worry,” Hannah whispered and pointed at the pieces of paper on
the ground. “The rabbinate will bury them on the Mount of Olives.”

Hannah and I sat in a cafe. She had ordered for both of us and was now
speaking into her cellphone in rapid-fire Hebrew. Her voice resonated with
a slight rasp. Hannah had moved back in with her parents, but wouldn’t tell
me why.
I tried calling the number on the paper I’d gotten at the airport, but the
department for shot luggage didn’t seem to exist. I was passed back and
forth between the Department of the Interior, Tourist Information, and the
Jewish Agency. No one wanted to buy me a new computer. Hannah tried to
cheer me up by explaining the difficult political situation and listing a few
of the recent attacks. She was afraid I was going to resent Israel for it so she
drew small circles on my map, one for every attack—until her cartography
of terror was complete.
“How’s the coffee?” Hannah suddenly asked.
“Good.”
“Seriously?”
“Yes.”
“I find it horrible. I can’t get used to the coffee in this country.”
“I’m sure you could find imported coffee.”
“It’s not that easy. What would come of us if everyone were to buy only
imported goods? The economy would collapse. No more country for us.
The Arabs are having more children anyway and the Orthodox do nothing
but make children. Soon we won’t exist here anymore. Only the Orthodox.
No, I have to drink this coffee. There’s no other solution.” Hannah laughed
her full-throated laugh: “You fell for it, didn’t you? You should have seen
the look on your face. My husband looked at me like that, too. Disgusted,
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no matter how early in the day. I don’t know what was harder on him. My
character or my body.”
“Did you get a divorce?”
“Not yet.”
“What about your daughter?”
“She has blue eyes and a full head of dark, curly hair. A delightful kid.
Everyone envies us our child. Our happiness. After the split we arranged
that he’d come daily to see her. In the beginning we put her to bed together.
Sometimes he came early and they would watch a cartoon. Sometimes he
stayed longer and had a glass of wine with me. He blames me.” Hannah’s
face was inscrutable. “He smelled like another woman. Then he disappeared
and postcards of vague landscapes and abstract paintings started arriving
in our mailbox. I figured out that he was hiding thirty miles north, in a kibbutz. Only oranges, no abstract art in sight. I took my daughter there. He
was tan and well rested. Ate an orange, smiled at us. I pressed my daughter
into his arms, said I had to use the bathroom, and drove off.”

We had passed a small checkpoint, surrounded by flower beds. Ma’ale
Adumim was in the middle of the desert, on a hill from which you could
(and certainly also should) see all the way to Jordan.
A young soldier waved us by with her gun, yawning. And then there we
were, in the middle of a neat suburb: flower beds, preschools, synagogues,
a shopping center, and clean white houses with red-tiled roofs and white
water tanks. Boys sat at the bus stop, legs apart, scratching their balls.
The Arab villages that Hannah and I passed on our way from Jerusalem
to Ma’ale Adumim had had flat roofs and black water tanks. Sami and Cem
had thrown their hands up in horror when the radio talked about Israeli
settlement policy. Elisha had stayed out of it, had rolled joints or cooked.
Always with fast, precise movements, to signal that it wasn’t worth starting a
fight, because dinner or lunch was almost ready.
Ma’ale Adumim was one of the largest settlements in the West Bank.
My relatives weren’t settlers who dreamt of biblical borders. When they’d
arrived in Israel in 1990 as part of a big wave of immigrants, there was little
housing space. To buy an apartment they had to take on a mortgage for the
next twenty-five years. Since they spoke only Russian they didn’t understand
the concept of a settlement. By the time they figured it out, years later, it
was already too late: they had lived through the Gulf War and their kids
served in the army.
We parked directly in front of the house. At the door, Hannah entered
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the security code “1–2–3–4” and we went in. The stairway was bright and
smelled of animals.
Aunt No. 13 had a childhood in the Soviet Union under her belt, and
was now a woman with heavy bags under her eyes, varicose veins, and
smeared makeup. She was into bird-watching. She shared the photos she
took of rare species with other bird-watchers on the Internet. Her husband,
my uncle, was still good-looking.
He was small in stature and had a flattering smile. We were immediately
sent off to the bathroom to wash our hands and then they sat us down at
the table. The latter was set with crystal glasses and porcelain from Soviet
factories.
“Do you like Israel?” Aunt No. 13 asked.
I said that I did.
“Everyone who doesn’t have to live here says that,” my uncle countered
promptly. Just like my father, he bore a grudge against Jews.
“You don’t love your family,” said the aunt, fixing him with a cold stare.
“What is that supposed to mean—I don’t love my family?”
“If you loved us, you wouldn’t say things like that.”
“Everyone here believes the whole world hates them. It’s the only thing
people can agree on. The world hates the Jews,” my uncle said.
“And you? Hypocritically eating your soup here? What do you think
would happen if the folks at your newspaper were to find out that you live
in a settlement? You poison everything with your leftist demagoguery. And
you don’t even love your family.”
My uncle grinned and said to my aunt, “But I do love you.”
“In Berlin, they now advertise the Jewish museum on milk cartons,” I
said, because I couldn’t think of anything else.
“We made it onto the milk carton. We’re getting somewhere,” Hannah
said dryly.
My aunt giggled, but then she turned toward Hannah and snarled at her,
“When was the last time you saw your daughter?”
“My mother thinks you’ve got to take the first thing that comes along
and stick with it for life. By myself, I’m worthless to her. I’ve got to have a
husband and take care of my child. As you can see, Soviet thinking patterns
are hard to erase. She misses my husband more than I do.” Hannah rolled
her eyes and left the room.
“Where are you going?” my aunt yelled after her.
“To the bathroom!” Hannah shouted and left me alone with her parents.
“She has too much of a temper. No man could stand that for long,” my
aunt mumbled.
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The lunch dragged on. My aunt had prepared almost every dish she
knew. She gave everyone a generous portion and didn’t wait until it had
been eaten to force seconds and thirds upon us. Hannah didn’t come back
from the restroom. My uncle encouraged my aunt: “Masha is too shy to
help herself.”
“No, she’s worried about her weight,” said Aunt No. 13, as she unloaded
more chicken legs onto my plate.
I asked myself whether the impulse to drown the following generation
in food had more to do with the Caucasus mentality or the Holocaust legacy
of my grandmother. My grandmother and her little brother had arrived,
starved, in Baku. They were the only surviving members of their family. For
the rest of her life she remained concerned that we wouldn’t have enough
to eat and every meal in her house was a feast. I think she’d been the one to
introduce hedonism into our family. She had tried to instill in her daughters
the philosophy of living every day as if it were their last. Nothing was postponed until tomorrow. No purchase, no feast, no caress. My grandmother
had voted for Rabin because he resembled my grandfather and died two
months after Rabin’s assassination.
During a flight to the United States, I’d once sat next to a woman who
ordered all the food provided by the airline and made sure that her morethan-grownup son and the no-less-grown-up grandchild ate every last bite
of it. A number was tattooed on her forearm. Her grandson had looked at
me apologetically the entire flight.
On the other hand, eating was a mitzvah.
My aunt wanted to know how my mother was doing and when I started
replying to her question she wanted to know how I liked their house. Then
she suddenly asked, “Has your father found a job yet?”
I said he hadn’t and she asked, “And what does he do all day?”
I decided to try and remain polite.
Fortunately, Hannah returned and said quietly, “Sometimes I would be
happy if I could just lie down and die.” Then she said, “We’re heading out.”
The last sentence was loud and clearly a command.
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This novel tells the story of the Slovenian-speaking minority in
southern Austria during the Second World War and after. It is a
heart-breaking account of the enormous price the Partisans paid for
resisting the Nazis and of the burdens of memory the community
still bears. The narrator opens with her childhood memories of rural
life in a tradition-bound community. Yet behind this rural idyll, unresolved conflict smolders. At first, the young girl wonders about the
mysterious border with Yugoslavia, which runs not far away from
her home, a border she will cross once she has gained her father’s
trust.
The narrator gradually makes sense of the harrowing stories the
adults tell at every gathering. The scars left by the War have not
healed. The tension between memory and willful forgetting bring
particular poignancy to the stories of her grandfather’s time with
the Partisans in forest hideouts and her grandmother’s arrest,
deportation to Ravensbrück and unlikely survival. As the narrator
grows older, she learns more: that her father was arrested by the
Austrian police and tortured – at the age of ten – to extract information on the whereabouts of his father and that her grandmother lost
her foster-daughter and many friends and relatives in Ravensbrück
and other Nazi camps. The narrator begins to understand what underlies the frequent suicides and violent deaths in her home region,
and becomes conscious of the demeaning treatment the Slovenian
minority suffers at the hands of the German-speaking majority in
Austria.
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The woods behind our house, which I have to cross on the way to Michi
and his family when I want to watch TV, are growing rampant. I thought I
knew them well. I’ve walked through this wood countless times and I could
find my way through it with my eyes closed. Now I have to summon all my
courage just to set foot in it. I used to think I could smell every section of
the path, every small clearing, the points where the trees grow low or high,
I could sense the order of the hazel trees, the raspberry shrubs, the willow bushes with my eyes closed, tell when the canopy of spruce branches
opened up or closed above me. Now the wood has lost its familiarity. It
has joined up with the forest and changed into a green sea, full of prickly
needles and sharp-edged shelters, with a surging, swelling undergrowth of
rough bark. The moment I look out my bedroom window, the wood creeps
into my sight or I glimpse its rippled, jagged surface lurking behind the
grass. I’m afraid it will break its banks one day and leave the forest’s edge,
flooding our thoughts, just as I have the feeling that the forest already occupies the thoughts of the men who work with my father, or come and visit
us to go hunting with him.
Going into the forest, in our language, means not only felling trees,
hunting or picking mushrooms. It also means, in the stories they tell, hiding,
fleeing, ambushing. They slept, cooked and ate in the forest, so their stories
go. Men and women went into the forest not only in peacetime, but also
during the war. Not into our own wood, no, it was too sparse, too small
and compact for that. They set off for the big forests, they say. The forests
sheltered many people, they say, a hell in which they hunted game and were
hunted like game.
The stories revolve around the forest, just as the forest encircles our
farm.
The forest concealed the best places to hunt, to forage, to find berries or
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mushrooms, places you never reveal. Even more secret are the most secret
places, to which no paths and no tracks lead, places you have to track down
via hunting trails and streambeds, the hideouts and refuges, the bunkers
where our people, as they say, lay low.
This year a windstorm causes a lot of damage on the slopes of the
Count’s forest. The hurricane leaves behind a broad swathe of destruction,
in which the trees lie snapped, broken off and uprooted on the ground. The
loggers from all the Count’s old felling crews are called up to clear away the
fallen trees. For weeks, the whine of the saws, the dull thud of the axes, the
cracking of the trunks floats over the valley.
On the weekends the loggers gather at our farmyard to sharpen and repair their tools. Their trousers are strewn with pitch stains, glinting like tiny
swamps. From the middle of these swamps, buds of dirt spread in circles
and seep into the cloth as shadows of pitch clouds. The loggers’ shirts are
soaked in sweated, the sweaters and jackets they wear over their shoulders
are fraying at the sleeves and hems.
Sitting on a bench, Father repairs a saw he calls the American Lady. He
hammers at the saw with light blows. It bobs to the beat and makes humming sounds.
You’re making the saw dance, says Michi. As soon as I put it into your
hands it’s in a good mood. Uncle Jozi tells his workmates he wants to make
radio shows – he’s already applied for a recording device from the Slovenian
department of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation, he says he’ll talk
to people and record what they say. If his workmates don’t mind he’d do a
story about them too, the loggers of Count Thurn.
You’re not loggers any more, Father says, you turned your back on the
forest long ago.
You have to think of the future, Michi answers him, you can’t just go
into the forest every day as if there was were nothing else, as if there was
were no other way of earning a living. He’d joined the socialists, he says.
They’d promised they would get him something else.
You want to get into politics, says Father, but you’ll never be mayor, they
won’t let you, you’re Slovenian, they’ll never stand for a Slovenian mayor!
You don’t know, says Michi.
I know what I know, says Father.
He tells us he crossed the green line to the Slovenian side last week from
the Mozgans’ ridge, where he’s been felling trees for the farmers, and had a
beer over at Kumer’s. The women were amazed he had dared to cross the
border. They’d asked him about people from Lepena and told him to say
hello to everyone they knew. Thanks, thanks, the loggers say and set off for
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home. Only Jozi mounts a motorcycle and drives off, waving one hand.
Where is the border actually? I ask Father.
Up there, he says, pointing at the ridge that closes off the valley in a
semi-circle.
I’d like to go to work with you one day, I say.
Father is so surprised by my request that he promises to take me felling
the next day. He has to take some tools up anyway.
In the morning his motorbike is outside the stable, a Puch with a dark,
gleaming gastank that looks like the body of a black dolphin. Father fastens
the backpack bulging with tools and a canister of fuel onto the luggage
rack. I sit on the rear seat and wrap my arms carefully around his torso. He
tells me to squeeze up close to him so I don’t fall off the motorcycle along
the way. At the first curve he calls out, You’re wobbling, hold tight or we’ll
start skidding. After my initial fear every time Father brakes and takes a
corner, I relax into his acceleration on the straight stretches.
He parks the motorbike behind the Mozgans’ farm, tucks a couple of
iron clamps behind his belt and shoulders his backpack. We set off on a
slow walk. The petrol gurgles in the canister. You have to stroll on steep
ground or you get out of breath, Father says. Then he quickens his pace. I
get left behind, running on flat sections of the path to catch up. Were you
here in the war? I ask.
Yes, we had a bunker higher up, he says. Your grandfather ran the couriers. I did the cooking. It was very dangerous.
Were you scared? I ask.
I should think so. I was still a child, only a few years older than you.
Behind us, we hear a flushed deer running for cover.
It got a nose of us, says Father.
Beneath the crest of the woods, between mighty spruces with dense
branches almost reaching the ground, a hut appears. It is entirely covered
with bark, nailed onto a wooden framework underneath layer by layer. This
is where we used to sleep when we were felling timber, Father says. He unlocks the door and stows the tools and the fuel canister next to the unused
bunks.
I have to go to the felling strip, he says, and then we can cross the border.
His workplace looks tidy and is marked out by piles of branches.
Stripped and unstripped boles are ordered on the ground, with stumps of
branches or pruned, as Father says, between them fragrant, messy piles of
sawdust. The boles have slanted edges, the cut surfaces of the trunks shine
like freshly carved wooden plates.
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Father stands in the middle of the clearing and looks out over the space
he’s made, then gathers the scattered splitting wedges and covers them with
branches. I’m looking forward to a beer now, he says, pointing towards the
border.
To my surprise, the border runs close to the clearing. From the crest of
the woods I can see the Yugoslavian side of the forest sloping down, which
to my amazement looks the same as the Austrian side, merely a continuation of the familiar landscape. Father leans on a fencepost to jump over the
border. He tells me to crawl underneath the barbed wire, pulling the lowest
wire up so I don’t get caught on the twirled barbs.
He’s suddenly in a rush again. He hurries down a sparse wood with large
strides. I can barely follow him. Ferns slash at my face. He waits for me below the woods. He’s sitting on the grass, looking down at a lower valley that
appears to have vanished entirely in its hollow.
Down there behind the Raduha – Father points at the ridge of a hill –
that’s where I went to school in the war. Not for long. It must have been
about two weeks. I went to school over there, in Luče, he says. He and his
brother were in the courier crew, on a farm. They were only allowed to
stay in the bunker with their father for two weeks after they ran away from
home. Then they were taken to the Savinja Valley, because the Savinja Valley was liberated territory, he tells me. They had to abandon the command
centre in January because the Germans attacked the valley. The Germans
shot across the field so much that the earth sprayed all around, Father tells
me. He and the couriers buried typewriters in the ground. They dug a hole,
threw in a bit of straw and piled the typewriters up on top of it. Then they
scattered more straw over them and then earth and grass and snow, until
there was no sign of anything. They set off in the afternoon, he tells me,
and marched all through the night. The next day the Germans chased us
again, Father says. The snow came up to my hips. One of the commanders
said I wasn’t going to make it.
He spits forcefully, as if he had to unburden himself after telling the
story.
At Kumer’s place, we are greeted by two women who know his name.
Zdravko, they call, Zdravko, it’s so good to see you again! They serve Father
a beer and me a slice of bread spread with liverwurst.
On the way home, father looks at me with an absent smile. I imagine
how good it would be if Father took me into his confidence and told me
the story again and asked what I’d been through. Then I could confide in
him that I was being bullied on the way to school and that I dreamed of
him cornering the girls and demanding they stop threatening me right away.
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In the hope of being able to count on Father, I make him a silent promise
which I don’t understand myself, an agreement to accompany him on his
way home and his way to and from school, on his way through this forest,
perhaps, or in his memories. As we climb up through the forest, I wonder if
I should stay in my child’s body or if I’d rather outgrow myself, and on this
day I decide to stay in my short skirt, cotton tights and rubber boots.
When we come to the customs path below the border I look for footprints in the soft ground, in which puddles have formed. Father says the
customs men might have the day off because it’s Sunday, and laughs at his
own joke.
We get to the Austrian side without being spotted, and Father asks if I’d
like to come along as a beater on a shoot, since he’s seen I’m a good walker.
I say yes and resolve to overcome my fear of the forest. On the way to the
Mozgans’, a gap in the woods reveals a view of scattered houses and farms
in the valley. We stop to look out from the green undergrowth. Like two
fishes, it occurs to me, peeking out of the seaweed. I saw the spritely fish
on TV and I imagine Father and me peering with big round eyes out of
the tangle of underbrush and disappearing again, whirling up a little cloud
of sand that settles slowly in the murky water. A sea full of stalks, I think.
Soon we’ll reach the shore.
I’m happy as I climb up behind Father on the motorcycle. I wrap my
arms tightly around his waist and press up against his back. It’s late in the
afternoon as we drive down the winding Koprivna road. The sun hovers at
our level. In a sweeping curve, Father stops and smokes a cigarette. There
used to be a fence there, he says, blowing the smoke into the air.
Before we come to the bottom of the valley he drives across a wooden
bridge to a tumbledown house hidden between plum and apple trees. As
we get off his motorcycle. Father’s fellow logger Jaki is standing outside the
front door, leaning on a scythe. The cut grass lies in waves on the ground
around the house.
I’ve been out to the nettles, says Jaki. Were you out at the felling strip?
Father nods.
It all gets overgrown if you don’t cut the grass regularly, says Jaki. He
was up at the Blajs’ place this morning, the grass had grown high there too.
Father looks up to a lonely plot of land still in the sunshine.
It’s a shame no one’s farming the land, he says. Who’d have thought it’d
come to this?
How many brothers died in the camp? Jaki asks.
The older three – Jakob, Johi and Lipi, says Vater. Lipi’s ashes came from
Natzweiler and the others died in Dachau.
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I hear the resounding name of Dachau, which I know already, but Natzweiler is new to me and I forget it again immediately.
His uncle fell up there, it occurs to Jaki. He’d just deserted, he says to
me, feeling my gaze on him, and he’d been wounded in the first battle with
the Germans. He dragged himself across the field to the Jekls’ and lay
bleeding below the road, behind a bush. The German patrol passed without
noticing him. But then the last man looked down and shot him. The Jekls
had to bury him by the road.
Yes, says my father, I know the spot.
The dead leave their cold in this place, where the sun has withdrawn. I
wonder whether the coolness making me shiver might be connected to the
evening and the forest creeping up on the houses. The light is in a rush to
rise. Father sinks into immobility. I ask him if we can’t go home now.
Yes, yes, he says, don’t grouse like your mother. He only decides to get
back on the motorcycle when Jaki wheels his around the corner of the
house. The three of us drive down the gravel road, but at the fork where we
ought to turn left Father turns right and stops by the edge of the road.
You can go home if you like, he says. He’s going for another beer.
I take the shortcut across the field that belongs to the inn, where sluggish,
sated cows beat their tails about themselves. I balance along two tree trunks
laid across the Lepena stream to the other side and hurry up a bank, behind
which I can hear the pigs squealing in our sty.
The woods can’t protect their loneliness since people sought refuge in
them, since they lost control over where the people could stray, since woodcutters and hunters have roamed them in search of spoils, since they were
declared partisan territory.
The way someone went into the woods or came out of the woods told
you everything about them, they say. Was he carrying a rifle, did he have
a red star on his cap, was he wearing two pairs of trousers and two coats
on top of each other to keep warm, did he come in an unbuttoned shirt,
his trousers torn and stained with pitch, was he carrying a dead deer in his
backpack, or was he taking bacon for the Green Cadre up to the highest fir
trees? Was he carrying a basket of mushrooms, a can of berries or courier
post in his pockets? Did he have a clean shirt on, did he smell of pitch and
bark, or was he rancid and unwashed, stinking of earth and the sweat of
fear and of blood and scabs?
My father’s hunting friends wear ironed trousers and jackets the color
of the trees, carry the smell of moss in their hair and stick twigs of fir in
the bands of their hunting hats. From their backpacks dangle the heads of
large game that had been identified by the gun, bowled over and so brought
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to book. From the deer’s muzzles drip blood and sweat, the dew of the last
breath they drew in. The dark eyes gleam long afterwards in the delicate
heads, and their skulls, freed from fur and hair, simmer long afterwards
in the peroxide water until they are taken out of the pan, bleached into
trophies.
Hunting is part of the family legend, every hunt day a festive day, that’s
the way it’s always been, so Father says. He still goes out stalking at dawn
and dusk, oils his rifles and shotguns, cleans his binoculars, counts the cartridges. Game is still boiled and roasted in the kitchen, the smell of chamois
stew still awakens our appetite. His hunting friends still frequent our house
and tell their stories. He still looks forward to the annual shoot and to the
drive and he wants to take me along too because I’m a good walker.
When the day comes, the shoot is discussed in the early morning, the hunters are served hot tea and doughnuts. The territory is divided up, sections
of forest are allocated, the positions decided. I’m to go along with old Pop,
whom I know well. Pop’s face looks like a rough desert landscape. He’s the
oldest in the group, and they say he has the worst eyes. Once they put him
and his eyesight to the test, so the story goes, and stuck a cat in a rabbit’s
pelt, they wrapped the fur around the cat’s body and tied it on with string.
The cat spat and scratched and fled up the nearest tree and Pop couldn’t
believe his eyes, because he could have sworn he saw the first ever rabbit to
climb a tree.
Grandmother takes me aside. She’s heard the hunt will end at the
Gregoričs’ place. I’m to say hello to old Mother Gregorička from her. She
carried me out of the camp when the camp was evacuated and I was too
weak to walk, Grandmother says. Mother Gregorička carried me for three
days, propped me up and wheeled me in a wheelbarrow until the SS made
a break for it. Mother Gregorička went mad in Auschwitz, even before she
was transferred to Ravensbrück, and from then on she cursed that the devil
who put her in the camp should lead her out again. In her younger days
she’d been a strong lass who could take on any man, Grandmother tells me.
I nod and say I’ll pass on her best wishes. Pop holds my hand while we walk
our section of the woods, beating sticks against trees and bushes. The hunters have laid their shotguns over their shoulders and headed out before us.
The dogs drive rabbits and foxes in their direction, all we hear are isolated
shots, and we only see a few animals rushing past.
The bag line of animals bagged and laid out in front of the Gregoričs’
farm is as short as the wake for the dead catch, and the schnapps is soon
drunk up. We’re invited into the farmhouse parlor. They’ve made a stew
to celebrate the bag, as they say. Old Mother Gregorička is sitting on the
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bench by the table. I go up to her to pass on Grandmother’s best wishes
and give her my hand. Hers is cold and moist. She smells of urine. Mother
Gregorička doesn’t understand who’s sending best wishes; she looks at me
through empty eyes. Sveršina tries to explain. The old, strong woman nods
and sways her powerful body to and fro as we eat. I watch her from the
side and can’t help thinking of Grandmother and how this Gregorička was
capable of throwing grown men in the air and carrying my weakened grandmother out of the camp.
One hunter tells a story about how his neighbor, who has just died and
was a Partisan during the war, once told him that he saw a white stag while
out on patrol, not in the hide, and he had an intuition that his partisan
bunker was going to be betrayed. He’d warned the others but they hadn’t
listened. The next day the bunker really was raided by the police. It was a
sign, and you have to pay attention to signs, the hunter says. Sveršina thinks
it’s nonsense, intuition, what intuition, he rants. There was nothing supernatural about being afraid of falling into the Gestapo’s hands. After he
took Kori to the Partisans it wasn’t long before the police turned up at the
Brečks’ farm. Someone must have got wind of it and that was it for him,
off to Mauthausen!
Father asks if the hunters still remember who was the best shot in Lepena. Ha, he says, ha, can’t you remember, it was old Farmer Mozgan’s wife,
he says after a brief pause, as if he’d played his best card. She had a legendary poacher’s hand and bagged many a strong roe. What do you say to that?
asks Father. What do you say now, you with those miserable rabbits you’ve
bagged, you can only ever dream of aiming as well as Farmer Mozgan’s
wife. She used to do her knitting up in the hide, and when a deer began to
graze she didn’t bat an eyelid, just raised her rifle and bang and Bob’s your
uncle! But she didn’t survive Ravensbrück, Sveršina throws down the joker,
that was the death of her, oh yes, the death of her. Night falls and the hunters head home, and I realize Father’s had too much to drink. He stands on
shaky legs and complains about the long way home he has ahead of him.
They press a flashlight into my hand and send me off with the words, You’ll
look after your father well enough.
I lead the way and try to light the path for Father and me. He tells me
how often he’s taken this path on his own and how well he knows it.
The woods begin to draw the darkness in. From all sides, a sharp silence
surrounds us, seeming to lie in wait for our footsteps. I wonder how to keep
Father talking so that the silence doesn’t take over. As we leave the woods
and stop in the field behind the Auprichs’ farmhouse, I ask the name of the
farm we can make out higher up, outlined below the peak of the wooded
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hill. That’s Hojniks’ farm, says Father, the Nazi police did their worst there
as well. The family was supposed to be taken away, but old Farmer Hojnik
refused to leave his land. So he was beaten to death on the spot. They shot
his son and daughter-in-law dead, then threw the bodies in the cottage and
set it on fire. Father’s voice suddenly cracks. He speaks in a thin tone. It
annoys me.
A slight wind rises. The trees begin to groan as soon as we enter the forest again. The rustling of dead leaves is mingled with barely audible voices
and screams. I ask Father to give me his hand. He laughs and takes a big
step forwards to take me by the hand. At that moment, he loses his balance
and slips sideways down a steep slope, coming to a halt flat on the ground
behind a bush. The flashlight, which he tore away from me while grabbing
for my hand, goes out. I can barely see him in the dark, just hear him cursing a long way down. Hell, oh hell, how on earth am I going to climb back
up? he moans. I think he must have hurt himself, and I get ready to slide
down to him. Stay up there, he shouts, stay there, I’ll be fine on my own.
He starts to crawl up the slope on all fours. The flashlight’s broken, how the
hell am I supposed to see anything in this darkness? curses Father, kicking
his mountain shoes into the ground to get his footing. He’s near me now
and he says, You can pull me up now, and I pull with all my might. Father’s
standing next to me again. I just need a bit of a rest, he says, and then we’ll
get going again. He sits down on the forest floor and seems to fall asleep an
instant later. I squat down next to him, tears pricking my eyes. The woods
and the darkness set all their ghosts loose on me, tugging and tearing at me
like crazy. I raise my head and try to make out the moon, which is lying low
tonight. A dark sphere seems to be lowering itself towards me from the sky.
I’m afraid I’ve pulled it down with my crying and I close my eyes. The darkness takes hold of me, streaming into my chest and intoxicating me.
Father lies beside me, stunned. After an eternity, he opens his eyes and
says, You know, the best thing to do if you’re scared in the forest is sing
partisan songs. He often did and it always helped, and do I know any? I
don’t. Never mind, I’ll do the singing, he says. And Father sings at the top
of his voice, partisan fighting songs, although he only remembers a few
verses and repeats them over and over all the way home.
Mother is waiting up for us in the kitchen, angry and worried. I don’t
want to upset her so I don’t tell her anything about the fates that awaited us
along the way. I’m afraid that death has lodged itself inside me, like a little
black button, like dark lace lichen creeping invisibly over my skin.
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Chapter 2
*
Haytham Mursi, 54 years old, taxi driver
Friday, 1 October 1999
Benghazi, Libya
*

Still annoyed with my boss, Malik Gaddaf-A-Dam, I’m outside the
Café of the Orient. A few minutes ago he was rather unfriendly to me.
I’ve absolutely no idea why. I work like a donkey for him, have never done
anything wrong. Do I deserve to be treated like this? The same gentleman is
constantly going to parties, drinks a lot, cheats on his wife to boot, is always
leaving her and his children on their own. And I’m the one who’s told to
get lost? To think I’m a good bit older than him too. He should kindly show
someone my age, my grey hair, some respect. He treats me like a servant.
And I’m supposed to bow to that? Just because he’s rich and a Gaddafi?
God is much greater than Gaddafi and his tribe! What entitles him to treat
people like slaves? I curse fucking hardship! I swear, if poverty were a man
I’d show no mercy whatsoever and kill him!
God, I ask your forgiveness. I really should try to calm down. There’s
no point in wasting my time on the infidel Malik.
I swallow my rage, get into the car, start the engine, light a cigarette
as I do. The new letter, I put together with the other documents in a large
envelope in the storage tray. I turn on the air-conditioning and drive onto
Nasser Street. Just like on the beach promenade, there are almost no people.
A few bored taxi drivers slouch outside the huge, tower-like Hotel Tebisty,
and that’s it. Very few cars or people to be seen. The setting reminds me of
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a film I once saw. In it, the people hid in houses while, outside, corpses set
out for a walk.
I like being out and about in the car, actually. In my modern station
wagon that I’ve been driving for two years, I feel like a king on his throne.
Once a week, I do the trip to Cairo: there and back. Before this one, I drove
a different car, an old Renault that often broke down on me. I certainly
didn’t feel like a sultan in that thing. I’m grateful to have this job. I know
that many of my fellow countrymen in Benghazi, Tripoli, and other Libyan
towns have to work on building sites, in bazaars, in hotels, tea houses or
cafés. They’re paid very low wages, and live in constant fear for their jobs.
There are many foreigners here, prepared to do anything for any kind of
position. I should be truly thankful. Most foreign workers can visit their
families only once a year. I’m lucky - I see my wife and children every week.
I turn on the cassette player, want to listen to Sufi music. The sounds
ease their way into my soul. These sounds, this world, help to chase bad
thoughts away. I’ve loved this music for over forty years now. Since my
youth. Like many people from my region, perhaps. I’m not from Cairo,
originally, but from Tanta, home to the mosque of the great mystic Ahmed
Al-Badawi. Every October, any number of believers, millions almost, go
there on a pilgrimage to celebrate Mawlid, Al-Badawi’s birthday. In Tanta
I fell in love with the songs of the many mystics and dervishes who drum,
sing, and dance round the mosque. When I visit my birthplace, I always do
the same thing: before setting out for the mosque I enter the bathroom.
I turn on the water tap, thus announcing my intention to say the prayer. I
begin with wudu, the ritual washing: I wash my face, rinse my mouth out,
then wash my hands up to the elbows, wipe my head and clean my feet.
Next, I put on a white cap, take a small bottle of perfume from the mirror
cabinet, let two drops spill onto my finger and rub them into my henna-colored beard. I then follow the many people heading for the mosque, closing
my eyes to complete a few metres blind. In my head, as I walk, I’m already
reciting verses from the Koran. I open my eyes again only once I hear the
magical Sufi music that embraces everything going on around the mosque.
A quick glance at my now old face in the car mirror: a white circle
framed by many grey hairs. The black eyes shine like those of an eagle that
has just spotted its nest. In them is shining the joy at being able to see my
family again soon. My narrow cheeks can hardly be seen as my beard has
spread, almost, to the dark rings under my eyes. I need urgently to visit a
barber. This beard makes me look years older.
Up ahead, I now see the sign: ‘Al-Amel le-Safr – Hope Travel Agency:
comfortable, air-conditioned cars from Benghazi to Cairo.’ I park in a space
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in front of the shop. Two hours to go before the journey. Enough time to
grab some presents for the family from the Arabs’ Bazaar.
Right outside the bazaar, as always, everyday life is raging: car noise,
the cries of the traders, music from the cafés and music shops. Here and
there, conversations, quarrels ...
The sky is clear and the sun, burning. On the walls are signs and posters: ‘Falafel Al-Hub – Falafel of Love’, ‘Maqha Al-Hayat – Café of Life.’
‘We sell clothes and shoes.’ And government slogans: ‘The people govern.’
‘Gaddafi is the only eagle.’ ‘The revolutionary committees are everywhere.’
‘Only traitors form parties.’
I leave the car and close the door.
The three travellers get in quietly. The friendly voice of a colleague
from the travel agency reaches my ear: ‘Tuakel ala Allah – trust in God!’ My
answer from the front seat: ‘I trust in God! See you soon!’
Silence in the car.
I consider briefly whether I’ve remembered everything I wanted to
pick up. I spent the past two hours at the bazaar. I bought gifts for my
children and, for my wife, foodstuffs she requested, as they’re affordable
in Libya and more expensive at home in Egypt. These small gifts are in the
trunk, aren’t they? For sure, they’re there. I pat my back pockets, checking
for my passport and wallet. Next I feel my front pockets, to confirm I have
the keys to my apartments in Cairo and Benghazi. Everything is where it
should be, I’ve not forgotten anything. The documents? In front of the
steering wheel.
Every time I step on the gas and begin to drive off I fear I’ve forgotten something. The same ceremony always follows. Time and again, this
same uncertainty. And each time it turns out I’ve thought of everything.
Nonetheless, every single time, I repeat the procedure: check and search my
memory. In the past I sometimes suddenly had the thought, I’d not locked
the front door. Once, I’d already left Benghazi and turned back as I was
afraid I’d left the oven on. I got to the apartment to find everything was in
order. It’s always the same when I have to go somewhere. At some point,
this nervousness should cease.
I glance fleetingly at the three travellers. Two of them probably are
Egyptians - they’re easy to identify. Thanks to the many passengers I’ve
chauffeured down through the years I’ve had a lot of practice at distinguishing different nationalities. The third passenger has to be Iraqi or Palestinian
– or is he from Syria, perhaps?
The three men are silent and looking out at Benghazi as if completely
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new to the town. Increasingly, the sidewalks are filling with people, the
streets with more and more cars. Daily life is returning to the now-openagain shops. Boys and girls flutter, like gulls, in the direction of the Mediterranean. Families stroll along the streets, window-shopping.
The man beside me breaks the silence: ‘I’ve never visited Benghazi
properly. Only ever for a few hours. I’ve been here every year. But, as I say,
only ever for a few hours. I always had to move on. Have never managed to
spend several days here.’
‘Where do you live then?’ I ask, pleased that one of the passengers
feels like a chat.
‘In Tripoli! Got here today. Over a thousand kilometers away, it is.
Never-ending, it seemed. And now it’s another thousand kilometers back to
Cairo. I’m looking forward to it, though. Haven’t been home for a year.’
‘What’s your job, if you don’t mind me asking?’
‘I work in a café at the beach.’ He turns to the back seat to look at the
other two. ‘Are you foreign workers too? Or tourists perhaps?’
‘I’m Egyptian, a teacher in Tarhuna.’
‘My name’s Najem and I’m from Syria. I’m working on the building
site in Mizdah.’
‘And you, driver?’ he asks.
‘My name’s Haytham. I’m Egyptian too.’
‘Well, I’m Said,’ the guy in the passenger seat says. ‘The work was okay.
But I’ve handed in my notice and am going home. I never want to return to
Libya. I wasn’t born to wait on tables. Even if I did it well and earned good
money. I need the money urgently, too, for my marriage to my cousin, who
is waiting in Cairo for me. She’s in her final semester at university, studying something I don’t understand. Sociali-something, it’s called, I can never
remember, am always forgetting the word.’
‘Sociology?’ the teacher on the back seat suggests.
‘Yes, Allah jnur alik! – Exactly! That’s what she’s studying. Thank you.
What’s your name?’
‘Mansur.’
‘Yes, Monsieur Mansur, I wasn’t able to study. As the eldest son, I had
to leave school at the age of twelve and help my father to feed the family.
We worked in a bakery in the Abdin district of Cairo. There are seven of
us children. Egyptian women, as you know, fuck like rabbits and breed like
cats. Want lots of sex and scores of children. Fucking and producing children are the only things Egyptians do well. Which means: a constant racket
at home. Your apartment can seem like the empire of a queen bee. All that
humming and buzzing. After a year abroad, though, I miss the noise of the
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children and everything else there.’
He laughs out loud and slaps his thigh. ‘I want to marry my cousin.
Years ago, we agreed I’d work in Tripoli for a year and save money so
we could afford a small apartment in Cairo. That one year became five.
I returned to Cairo at regular intervals to see what was happening. Each
time I saw that everything had become more expensive and so I returned
to Tripoli. Now, I’ve had enough. No more of that. I want to stay in Cairo
for good. I plan to get myself a little cart and sell falafel and ful from it on
the street. Or I’ll get a car and use it to chauffeur people round Cairo. Earn
my money that way. We’ll see. I’ve other ideas too. My employer wanted me
to stay another year in Tripoli. But I’ve had enough, after working all these
years here. I even had to do without soccer – playing it, I mean.’
‘What?’ I’m amazed and amused by young Said, talking non-stop next
to me. As far as I’m concerned he can keep going, keep us entertained for
the remainder of the long journey.
‘I love soccer. Always wanted to play like Maradona and dazzle the
whole world with my moves and skills. The lads in my part of town call me
Pele though, like the Brazilian. I look like Pele as a young man, don’t you
think? So, I’m a famous soccer player, if only in my dreams. Sadly, when I
was still young, I ended up with a knee problem. I’ve been advised since not
to run around much, nor to carry heavy weights. The accident happened
when I was working in a bakery. Every day I had to cart a tray of flat breads
around on my head, delivering them to the many restaurants and homes in
the district. One sad day, a fucking powerful, hot-shit limo came racing at
me. Hit me, it did. At first I felt nothing, had no idea what was going on as
I was on the ground, unconscious. Only hours later did I come to, in the
hospital. The asshole had fled in his expensive car. To this day I don’t know
who ran me over. At least it was a limo that got me. Beats a Fiat or a Volkswagen, doesn’t it? And the fact that Little Said between my legs is still there
and functions supremely well matters far more to me than a dodgy knee.’
‘You’re better entertainment than the cinema, you are! I hope your
knee gets better and wish Little Said every imaginable success,’ I say, with
a smile. ‘But what’s your knee got to do with soccer in Libya? I still don’t
understood that bit!’
‘The best is still to come. Just because I can’t play soccer doesn’t mean
I don’t like it. That’s what you call logic, isn’t it, Monsieur Mansur?’ He
turns and gives the teacher a friendly look. The teacher nods, smiling, rolls
down the window and lights a cigarette.
‘Hang on, though! I hope you’re all just foreign workers and not
moles. To me, you look harmless and honest. Am I right in reckoning you’re
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more afraid of spies than I am?’
We smile and the teacher says, ‘In a strange land, we’re all strangers. The famous poet Imru Al-Qays once wrote, “All strangers are to one
another kin.” There’s not one Libyan here in the car. We’re all on our way
home. None of us know each other! Do you really think a spy would travel
such a long distance with foreign workers just to hear them bitch about
their host country?’
‘Go ahead, Said! There’s no reason to be worried. Feel free,’ I say,
enjoying the exciting conversation.
‘You’re right. Yes. Well, I reckon that to understand anything in Libya
you need to do a handstand first. Here, everything is upside down. Even the
cigarettes are called Al-Riadhy – The Sportsman. Smoke them and you’ll
never be able to do any sport. The tobacco’s so strong that after just one
you can’t move anymore. Anyway, the first time I arrived here, I had no idea
that soccer is such a huge problem in Libya. Gaddafi once said that soccer
comes from the West. Perialia, I think, is the word for it?’ He turns again,
looking to the teacher for confirmation.
‘An imperialist game,’ Mansur answers, correcting him.
‘You said it, Monsieur Mansur! This perialia thing was the problem.
You’re allowed to play soccer in Libya, true, but in a very different way. Not
like back home or anywhere else. I saw that in a stadium once. You won’t
believe this! The stadium announcer didn’t give the names of any of the
players. For the entire game he referred only to the color of their shirts and
the number printed on the back. It sounded a bit like this: Yellow 4 runs up
to the halfway line and crosses to Yellow 8. Red 7 intercepts and gets the
ball forward to Red 9. And so on. A joke, it was! One of the Libyan lads
who took me along was from the revolutionary committee and explained
that this was all okay, soccer should be enjoyed by everyone, by the spectators as much as the players. And that if the names of the players were constantly being mentioned, the nameless spectators would disappear, wouldn’t
be part of the game anymore. There are no heroes on a soccer field, he said,
nor should any be created. It’s just a game, and that’s how it should remain.
The member of the revolutionary committee said a whole lot more I didn’t
understand and that, at some point, I didn’t want to. I’ve never set foot in a
Libyan stadium since.’
‘That has all changed, hasn’t it? Gaddafi’s son plays soccer, after all,’
Mansur comments.
‘Here, something’s changing all the time. Yes, one of his sons wants
to be a soccer player. A new law was passed for his benefit. Suddenly, you’re
allowed to give the names. It would be unthinkable, after all, to refer to the
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leader’s son as just a number and a colour, wouldn’t it?’
‘God save this country!’ I murmur.
‘This soccer-playing son of Gaddafi is harmless, they say.’ Najem, the
Syrian passenger, now joins in the conversation. ‘Another – younger – son is
said to be the more dangerous. His father wants him to be his successor!’
‘Allah jnur alik! You’ve hit the nail on the head!’
‘My God, what kind of ludicrous countries do we live in?’ Najem
continues. ‘Here, the leader’s son plays soccer with the people, whatever way
he wants, and the results are adjusted accordingly. In your country, Egypt,
things aren’t all that different. As for us: in Damascus, the president’s son,
Bashar, is already in power, practically. His father Al-Assad is terminally ill
and sure to die soon. May God barbecue him at the place of damnation!
What is it they call these regimes? Family republics? Or hereditary democracies?’
The maybe thirty-year-old Syrian speaks powerfully, seriously, and is
rather furious. He takes a cigarette from a case and lights it. ‘Let me tell you
a story.’
‘Please. Go right ahead!’ I reply good-humoredly.
‘For years, I’ve been working in Mizdah. A town that – like many in
Libya - doesn’t merit the name. The center of town consists of a single
street, with a few cafés, take-out places, grocery stores, and other shops. In
the middle of it all is the government building, six or seven floors high. All
the authorities have their offices in there, from the post office to the security police. And that’s it - the entire town. Otherwise there’s nothing but the
buildings people live in and the bare yellow earth.’
‘The town Tarhuna, where I work, looks exactly the same. At least
there are trees though, and the landscape round about is beautiful,’ says
Mansur.
‘In Mizdah, tree’s a foreign word. There’s nothing but sand and dust.
In the same week that Gaddafi decided that Libya was now an African
country, and no longer an Arab country, I was given a task that had nothing to do with the building site, but with slogans. The man in charge at the
site, also a Syrian, dropped by at our apartment. Six in the morning, it was.
We were his laborers, two Syrians and an Iraqi. He said there was a very
worthwhile job for us that day, and to hurry. No tools required. Next to him
stood two armed men, assholes from the revolutionary committee, who
kept repeating the same sentence: Quick, men, get a move on!’
‘Exciting!’ Said says.
‘We got into the car with the armed men. I was afraid, I know what
it means to be in a car with armed men from the government. You’re not
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getting into a car but entering a void, no man’s land. I know that from Syria.
My brother once got into that kind of car and hasn’t been seen since. We
didn’t ever hear where they took him. In my case it wasn’t that bad. They
took us to the main street and ordered us to remove every single poster
with the word ‘Arab’ on it, to gather the posters up and burn them at the
edge of town. That whole day we were busy, tearing down slogans. Destroying them was a wonderful feeling. I’ve always hated these empty phrases.
You encounter them constantly and everywhere: Arab unity, Arab nation,
Arab revolution, Arab tomato and Nationalist falafel. That day, I dreamt
of doing the same thing in my home town of Damascus. That would be
wonderful. Would only be surpassed if these assholes in Syria were to lose
power. My brother vanished without a trace because he wrote the wrong
thing on a poster like that. Last year a poster appeared all over Syria: two
photos of Al-Assad and his son Bashar, and written beneath them was:
‘This cub from this lion.’ My brother wrote next to it: ‘This bark from this
dog.’ That very same day they found and arrested him. In our country, as is
well known, there are two peoples: on one hand, the Syrian people and, on
the other, the security police and their treacherous moles. My brother is still
a child. Sixteen years old!’
‘Allah, alone, has power and strength! God will bring him back to you
safely, God is greater than these pathetic criminals!’ I say.
‘Do you know what I found so funny and at the same time mysterious
on this day of the Africanization of Libya?’
‘What?’ I ask.
‘For the first time in my life I saw a people that was silent, that
couldn’t speak anymore, because it could no longer find words it could utter. A quiet, silent people. For a whole day, a country was silent. I watched
the people. They weren’t saying anything. As if bewitched, they walked
around like zombies, stunned, speechless. What were they supposed to say
anyway? For over thirty years, they’d had to parrot Gaddafi’s ideas about
Arab nationalism. For their entire lives to date, they’d spoken only of the
Arab nation and ideology, of the idea of Arab unity, of Palestine and Iraq,
of the Arabization of North Africa and of Arab strength and global power.
And suddenly they had to become Africans and talk about African unity,
African potatoes, African beans, and African global power. How can a
people, in a single day, jettison all its convictions and adopt a new ideology?
So the people fell silent.’
‘I actually find that funny,’ Said comments.
‘Funny, sadly, isn’t the word for it, dear Said,’ Mansur replies. ‘I
remember that day too. We were instructed to remove the propagandis-
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tic opening pages from all the school books - some Arab slogan or other
always featured in them. There was then a new Social Studies curriculum.
Suddenly you had to discuss things no one understood. I experienced something worse, though.’
‘Don’t you guys know any jokes?’ I complain. ‘That’s enough Gaddafi
nonsense for now, surely?’
‘This is a true joke,’ Mansur claims.
‘Go on, then!’
‘Once, last year, a number of men from the revolutionary committee,
a few policemen and a military general came to our school. They gathered
us teachers in the headmaster’s office and demanded that everyone, pupils and teachers alike, congregate in the playground and dig a hole, in the
middle of the yard. Two meters long by two meters wide, they specified.
The general announced solemnly that this was a historical moment for all
of us. At that, they departed, leaving us with a single armed policeman who
paraded up and down beside the hole, refusing to speak to us. All we knew
was that an important visitor was due to appear that afternoon. Until then,
no one was permitted to leave the school.’
‘Were they planning to throw a corpse in the hole or what?’ Said asks.
Mansur doesn’t answer but continues his story: ‘An hour passed and
no one came. I was hoping fervently they didn’t plan to bury someone in a
coffin. It looked as if the hole really was intended for a corpse. Three hours
passed before a truck drove into the playground and a few men got out.
Again: all loyal to the government, and compliant. Outside the main gate of
the school, several trucks, police cars and jeeps gathered. Two policemen
got out of the truck in the playground. They were dragging a stone slab,
about a square meter in size. Many identical slabs were still in the back of
the truck. Finally, a policeman called on us to take the stone, put it in the
hole, and cover it over with earth. Do you know what kind of stone it was?’
We’re all silent and staring at Mansur. I, too, adjust my mirror to see
him better.
‘A name was printed on the stone, in both Arabic and Latin script:
“The leader Muammar Gaddafi”. Later, I learned that on this day, every
school in Libya had to do the same thing: the pupils and teachers had to dig
a hole in the playground and bury a stone in it.’
‘What sense does that make?’ Najem asks.
‘If a third world war were to wipe out many people, the survivors
would learn that once, on this earth, a sublime leader had existed, called
Gaddafi.’
‘God, have mercy on me! I can’t listen to any more of this,’ I say, light-
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ing another cigarette. ‘I’m going to play Sufi music instead.’
The floodlights of the borderpost ghost their way across the station like
a monster. The empty surface of the desert is craving something, baying
for something, like a dangerous beast of light and shadow. Here, fear often
creeps up on me: fear of the borderpost, of the policemen, and even of the
entry and exit stamp. Though I know the border well, the names of some
of the police even, I can’t shake off this fear. Again and again, the same
unease grows in me, as never-ending as the desert, and as powerful as the
borderpost itself.
These feelings get stronger, I guess, when I see how wary my passengers become when they spot the policemen. The Libyans, however, don’t
have a problem with foreign workers as long as they’re not carrying forbidden items. And I’m carrying neither forbidden books nor weapons.
At this moment, I can’t make out very much. Just the big sign: “Great
Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya: Imsaad Border...” Roundabout,
nothing but the yellow cloth of the desert. And this artificial thing called
“border” that everyone’s afraid of. I drive very slowly.
‘Give me your passports!’ I urge my passengers. They have them ready
to hand and give them to me, listening to the silence and observing the surroundings.
‘Not much happening,’ Said remarks and falls silent again.
I roll up to the border slowly, finally reach the post. I turn the light on
and open the window.
‘Passports!’ a young policeman demands. ‘Park on the left, and come
into the office, all of you!’
I give him the documents, pull over to the left and park. ‘Okay, now
we have to go into the office. Nothing to worry about. It’s all routine,’ I say.
At that, the three men get out.
I’ve parked the station wagon in front of a wall. To its left and right
are other cars. Behind the wall is nothing but the street. Over the sidewalk
opposite is a large image of Gaddafi with the inscription: ‘The only eagle
and the king of African kings.’ On the wall on the left I read: ‘The revolutionary committees are everywhere.’ On the right, on a door: ‘Borderpost.
Passport Control.’ Here and there, voices.
I get out too. I deal with the usual formalities, return to my car, drive
forward a few meters and stop again. My passengers are keeping me waiting.
I light a cigarette, open the door and watch the building the three disappeared into. A few minutes later, Said emerges, smiling, and is followed by
Mansur.
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‘Everything okay?’ I ask. ‘Where’s the Syrian?’
‘No idea,’ Said answers.
‘We still have Customs ahead of us. Hopefully, we’ll survive this night!’
I joke. ‘After that, it’s straight on to the Egyptian border! You can’t fail to
see the sign there: Arab Republic of Egypt: Sallum Border Crossing. Next
to it, a huge portrait of President Mubarak, looking very kindly at something, and grinning. So - say your goodbyes, please: cheerio, Gaddafi!’
Both men smile.
I reach for the large envelope in the tray, go to the trunk, open it, unzip my suitcase, put the envelope in and close everything again. My standard
procedure before reaching the Egyptian border. For three years now, my
boss Malik has been giving me paperwork like this to deliver. He expects
me, at the Transit travel agency in Cairo, to give them to the likeable office
manager, Majed Munir. ‘The border police are over-thorough when it comes
to papers and books,’ he often advises. ‘So hide the paperwork well!’
I glance briefly at the door of the borderpost and spot the Syrian,
Najem. He’s outside now. But with two policemen? Oh God, he’s being
handcuffed. How come? What has he done? The two officers help him into
the police car. The car drives off. God, have mercy!
I close the trunk.

.
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1

In the Land of Five Rivers there once lived a boy who had had enough
of war. His father had been a military commander as had his grandfather
before that and such was the destiny intended for the boy as well. Antique
weapons were mounted on the walls throughout his house, but the boy paid
them no heed. True, he wore a dagger, but only out of custom, for like his
forefathers he was a Sikh, which means student in his language.
The boy had one brother and one sister. After his brother’s birth, their
mother fell gravely ill and died. His father at the time was already an old
man. When he died in turn, the boy and his siblings were put in the care of
the faithful Colonel Gulab, whom their father had appointed as guardian.
Gulab sent the two boys to a strict school. They would rather have
played cricket all day, but in this school games of cricket were only allowed
every third day so that the students could learn many more passages of
their books by heart.
Part of the boys’ inheritance was a library of several thousand volumes,
mostly studies of history and the art of warfare. In these works the young
boy stumbled over many words in dead languages that he didn’t understand. He went on to college in order to study them: Old Persian, Sanskrit,
Hindustani. No language was too foreign or too difficult for him. Once he
had learned Old Persian, he began translating texts from this language. He
translated poems and felt their power: they could open gunnysacks and set
to flight the golden falcons hidden within.
Once he had mastered this form of falconry, the boy left the gunnysacks behind and ventured into the desert where falcons refused to fly. He
found words buried in the sand, dry and bleached like conch shells in the
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sun. When he shook them, they released only a grain of truth—but even
the smallest of grains could set him brooding. Of all the teachings he came
upon in the desert, the one that spoke to him most directly was the one that
conceived of man as a traveler in the carriage of his body. The carriage
is his body, so the teaching went, and the coachman is his mind. The five
horses pulling the carriage are his five senses and the passenger, his soul.
The point of this teaching was to form good coachmen, and because the
Sanskrit word for harness is yoga, this teaching was also called yoga. Hold
the reins taut, do not forget the passenger, do not let the horses bolt!
“Horses have bigger skulls than you,” Colonel Gulab said. “Leave the
brooding to them!”
One month later, Colonel Gulab made an announcement that had been
weighing on his mind for some time.
“It is time for you to marry.”
Gulab had already decided that his oldest charge should marry his
daughter, even if he was the brooding type. After all, Gulab told himself,
the young man had come into a respectable inheritance.
Gulab did not have to persuade his daughter. She had already fallen
secretly in love with her father’s ward and they married within the year. She
bore him four children, yet the youngest was not even four years old when
she died. The widower was inconsolable and read to his older children
from his thousands of books in the hope of finding comforting words. He
found none. Yet on this search, he happened on the writings of Count
Tolstoy and immediately realized that he had found a soul-mate. He saw a
photograph of the count, in which Tolstoy was dressed as a simple peasant.
To show his admiration, he soon dressed exactly like the count, wearing a
loosely belted smock over trousers. In this outfit he did, in fact, resemble
Tolstoy quite closely, even their beards were similar, only Tolstoy had no
turban.
When his four children were old enough, he divided his possessions
equally among them. After everything was settled without the slightest
quarrel, he set off for London with the intention of deepening his knowledge of ancient tongues. As stated earlier: once upon a time there was a
boy from the Orient who did not want to become a military commander,
but a falconer and carriage driver. Once upon a time—but this is different.
This boy really did exist. Let us finally reveal his name: he is called Umrao.
He now lives in London.
He is the father in our story.
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Far from the Land of Five Rivers, in a city divided by a river, there once
lived a young girl. One half of the city was called Buda, the other Pest.
Buda and Pest were linked by five bridges, hence the city’s name: Budapest.
The young girl was given her grandmother’s name, Marie Antoinette,
like the French queen. Her grandmother was not a queen, but a marquise.
In Paris, this French marquise fell in love with a Hungarian hussar. When
the hussar was ordered back to his regiment, the marquise followed him to
Budapest. While the hussar was away for long periods on maneuvers, the
marquise met a fabulously wealthy man from Vienna. The marquise found
the man from Vienna, himself an officer in the Austro-Hungarian cavalry,
no less charming than the hussar and married him along with his treasures.
The marquise’s granddaughter, the Marie Antoinette of our story,
wanted to be a singer, a real opera singer. And so she traveled to Italy after
finishing school. There she dropped the second part of her name, tired
of constantly hearing about the French queen. Also, the regal overtones
of her given name with the religious aspect of her last name seemed too
formidable: her family name was Gottesmann. So she went simply by Marie
Gottesmann, and to Marie she preferred Mici, written with a c, but pronounced Mitzy.
In Italy, Mici was in great demand for her singing, conversation, and
piano playing, and she herself liked nothing more than the sound of her
own voice. Sometimes she fell into an emotional abyss—as she called it. It
was funnel-shaped, very deep, and the bottom was filled with tar, so that she
could only climb out with great effort.
As soon as she came into her inheritance, she traveled to London for
master classes. There, she stayed with a Hungarian friend. Everything went
well until her friend’s English husband abandoned his reserve. When the
love affair came to light, Mici’s friend declared their friendship over and
sent her packing. Mici immediately took up with a Chinese banker who
owned a particularly elegant apartment in London’s finest neighborhood as
well as a grand piano made of walnut and polished to a high gloss.
Silence! Mici is playing Chopin in the next room. Just look how she sits
at the piano, her back straight and her long red hair tied back with a black
velvet ribbon. Impressive paintings in carved, golden frames hang above
the piano. Potted palm trees create a miniature rain forest. The silk wall
hangings appear as a backdrop of virgin forest. You need a machete to
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make your may through the décor.
Mici’s short, fleshy fingers grasp the notes greedily and turn the pages
brusquely. She wears bracelets around her wrists and rings on most of her
fingers. Her jewelry jingles when she strikes the keys.
As stated earlier: once upon a time there was a young girl from the Occident and she is called Marie Antoinette or Marie or even just Mici.
She now lives in London.
She is the mother in our story.

3

In London, a Maharajah discovered the young Umrao behind stacks of
books. The Maharajah was called Duleep Singh and also came from the
Land of Five Rivers. He had been the last king of the Sikhs before the
British annexed his kingdom and exiled him to England.
Duleep was soon drinking tea from his homeland with milk and sugar
like a true Englishman. Little by little he transformed himself from a king
into a gentleman. He ran an estate with its own stud farm and wore a kilt
when out fox hunting.
Queen Victoria took a liking to the young man. One day, she presented
him with the Koh-i-noor, the largest diamond in the world, newly cut and
refracting almost all the light in the universe. The British had stolen this
diamond and much more from Duleep’s father. Duleep held the gem up to
the light and saw how his head was reflected many times within it. However, seen through this jewel the past was unrecognizable. Duleep gave the
precious stone back to the queen.
Instead of collecting diamonds, he preferred to support charitable organizations. He corresponded with Bamba Müller, the director of the Christian missionary school in Cairo. Bamba’s father was German, her mother
Abyssinian. Duleep invited her to visit him in England. He and Bamba
had confided almost everything to each other in their letters and when the
two met in person a spark was kindled. Bamba stayed with Duleep and
they soon had three daughters. Even the most envious of Duleep’s rivals at
court did not deny the girls’ uncommon beauty.
With each passing year, Duleep’s longing to see the land of his birth
grew stronger. He started off on a journey, but as he had feared, he was detained while still on British soil. On his next attempt he managed to get as
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far as Paris. There he joined an anti-British underground movement. When
news of his wife’s death reached him, he suffered a stroke. His doctors
advised him to go to the Riviera to recover his health. It was there that he
received a surprising visit from an old confidant: Queen Victoria.
They chatted as if time had stopped three decades earlier. Neither
said a single word about the many things that had divided them. Duleep
inquired after the Koh-i-noor’s whereabouts and presented the queen with a
painting he had bought at auction. It was the portrait of an old maharajah,
his father, dressed in silk and leaning on a dark red floor cushion. On his
upper arm he wore the legendary fist-sized diamond set in a gold arm-band.
Duleep was surprised, critically ill as he was, to hear himself laughing with
the queen again after such an eternity. His efforts to found an alliance for
the liberation of India had come to naught. The queen had been informed
of the minutest details.
Let us turn back the clock. We are again in London. There, as has been
mentioned, Duleep has met the young nobleman from his homeland who
spends his days in the domed reading room of the British library and who,
aside from his turban, bears a striking resemblance to Count Tolstoy.
Duleep and his new acquaintance have profound conversations about
divinities and worlds, both real and imagined. Not without ulterior motives, Duleep introduces the count to his youngest, unmarried daughter,
the brown-eyed Indian-German Abyssinian. She is called Bamba, after her
mother.
Bamba was enraptured with Umrao’s prophet’s beard and snake-charmer’s gaze. She, in turn, was able to lure this introverted scholar out of his
fortress of books. So she was all the more despondent a few months later
when Umrao announced his return to India.
Thereupon Bamba placed an announcement in the London Times:
Indian princess seeks a traveling companion for a voyage to India, preferably a young European woman with musical instruction and broad cultural
interests.
On the day the announcement appeared, Marie Antoinette was leafing
through the Times after a voice lesson. The word ‘Indian’ piqued Mici’s
interest. After the briefest reflection, she wrote a letter in her bold handwriting. She was promptly invited to tea in Dorchester. Even before Mici
had touched the paper-thin cucumber sandwiches, Bamba was sure that she
had found her traveling companion. Marie Antoinette had immediately sat
down at the piano and brought the guests’ conversation to a halt with an
operetta aria. Her interpretation left nothing to be desired, even if a few
women at the gathering found the jingling and jangling of her bracelets
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excessive.
The two women were in complete harmony from the very first moment
and forged their plans. After a few weeks sea voyage and a laborious train
journey from the coast to the interior of the country, the friends arrived at
their goal—the city of Lahore, where Umrao now lived.
Marie Antoinette soon became the main attraction at the musical soirees
hosted by the princess.
At the time, Umrao was struggling with a particularly difficult section
in his translation of the yoga sutras. He was not at all in the mood for this
kind of entertainment. Nevertheless, he felt he should accept the princess’
invitation for the sake of politeness. Finally overcoming his reluctance, he
acceded to one of her increasingly insistent invitations.
Umrao was struck dumb by his first glimpse of the elegant Hungarian
pianist with long fiery red hair and a crystalline voice that seemed to soar
effortlessly over the highest registers. After an impressive series of chords,
Mici lifted her hands from the keyboard and shook the glorious locks from
her face, releasing a cloud of perfume.
Bamba could only stand by and watch as the man she idolized fell in
thrall to her friend. From that evening on, he never missed a single soiree.
No one was surprised when the distinguished turbaned count asked the
musician for her hand in marriage, a proposal Mici accepted at the piano,
singing in jubilation.
They married in a traditional Sikh ceremony. Umrao sat at the feet
of his guru, then Mici entered and sat next to Umrao. The guru handed
Umrao one end of a saffron colored scarf and wound it around his shoulders as well as Marie Antoinette’s and handed her the other end. And so,
bound by a yellow silk band, they pledged their vows.
In order for our story to begin, it was necessary for Umrao and Mici to
meet and marry each other in Lahore—and this is exactly what they did.
We will give the date in order to allay any doubts that this meeting might
not have taken place as described: it was the spring of 1912. And that winter, Umrao and Mici—the father and mother in our story—boarded a ship
on their way to the city of five bridges.

4

In Budapest, the couple moved in with Marie Antoinette’s sister Blanka.
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Blanka was married to an Irishman who had managed to win a seat in the
Hungarian parliament. His position came with a seven-room apartment
near Parliament. Umrao and Mici were given two rooms
Not long after they moved in, the politician fell ill. His doctor advised
him to give up his twenty-hour workdays and move to the country. Following his doctor’s orders, the Irishman gave up his seat in parliament and had
to give up the official residence along with it. Mici and Umrao were lucky.
They did not need to search long. Wealthy friends of Blanka let them use
their apartment on the bank of the Danube on the Buda side of the city.
Now they had seven rooms of their own in a tall building with a façade of
painted tiles. There was an inner courtyard with a balcony spanning every
floor, like tiers in an opera house.
Their drawing room décor combined Eastern and Western influences. There were glass front bookcases, leather armchairs, Kashmiri rugs,
wood prints from Java and Japan, lots of silver, oil paintings by Hungarian
masters as well as landscapes of the Himalayas by English travel painters,
carved wooden screens, arabesque-patterned cloth wallpaper, potted plants
galore, fresh flower arrangements, and framed photographs on the walls and
on the console tables.
Umrao had a taste for bowl-shaped lamps with colored glass hung from
long brass chains, while Marie preferred brocade-covered cushions and
sofas draped with fine fabric. The doorframes were hung with silk draperies
like a stage set and the window frames were dressed with airy tulle. Even
the baby grand was covered with a brocade cloth, as if it might otherwise
catch cold. And yet, when Mici played and sang, which, in fact she did continuously, the music could be heard in the inner courtyard all the way up in
the highest tiers, even with the windows closed. When she played with the
windows open, the neighbors’ children gathered on the courtyard balconies
and sang along.
Marie Antoinette performed now and again for larger or smaller audiences and with more or less success. She earned a small amount of money
working in a music shop. She played passages from newly published sheet
music for interested customers. She could-sight read most operettas, but
the notes of new compositions sometimes eluded her, even on the fourth
reading.
Umrao occasionally taught history and Indian philosophy at the university, but what interested him most was his new box camera. He experimented with color slides on glass. He shot many pictures indoors, pictures
of Mici at the piano or of himself at his desk, with a self-timer he had
constructed on his own. He set up a darkroom to develop his own photo-
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graphs and when he hung them to dry on a line in the red light, he found it
difficult to believe that they truly depicted the world he lived in.
But this part of our story is not about Mici and Umrao, but of the
mother and father.
In the year 1913, the 30th of January was a Sunday. It was a frigid
morning. When Marie Antoinette went into labor, the bells of the church
on the square outside their apartment called the faithful to worship. The
churchgoers stamped through the snow. Under the milky winter sky, the
parliament building on the opposite river bank looked like a paper cutout.
A biting wind blew over the river and against the windows. The windowpanes were covered with frost patterns. Then the doctor’s voice rang
through the flat.
“It’s a girl!”
The midwife handed a white bundle to the mother. Outside the church
bells tolled twelve noon.
The father had already chosen a name for her: Amrita.
“Our self is the expression of God’s joy and is therefore eternal,” the
father explained, “for his joy is amritam, eternal.”
In truth, it was not the father who had chosen this name, rather it was
Amrita herself, who chose Umrao and Mici as parents—in order to fulfill
her plans.
… (Amrita, now in her late teens is studying at the École des Beaux
Arts in Paris.)
pages 72-78

16

In Paris, one –ism followed on the heels of another and, freed from its
founders, each movement went on to lead an independent existence. Cubists and Fauves made room for Surrealists and Expressionists. The former
were more concerned with color, line, and form, the latter with subject matter and emotion. At the time, artists were aligned either with the Abstract
painters or the Realists.
The positions were irreconcilable. If an Abstract painter saw a Realist
coming towards him on the sidewalk, he would cross the street—and vice
versa.
The students in Professor Simon’s painting class dismissed Abstrac-
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tion as escapism. Geraud, Boris, Yves, Jacques, Henri, Robert, and Francis
formed an artists group called ‘New Forces’ under the banner of ‘Reality
and Truth.’ They claimed that the real revolution in art was the acknowledgment of actuality.
Amrita found the New Forces very attractive, the members, that is, not
the slogans. She did not care for the New Forces’ militant rhetoric and
found the various factions artificial and unnecessary.
The question of which style one should adhere to was only relevant to
insecure artists who needed the support of a particular school, she claimed.
I draw distinctions between city and country, between land and see, between
sea and sky. Why must I distinguish Abstract painters from Realists on top
of that?
The New Forces also rejected their teacher’s style of painting. In their
eyes, he represented the official style, a diluted Post-Impressionism that was
nothing more than blurry whitewashing. Amrita, on the other hand, liked
Professor Simon’s works. He favored themes from his native Brittany. He
painted country scenes and calm seas in cloudy weather with wide brushes
or palette knives and used colors that depicted the world as brighter than it
actually is.
All of his students, even those in the New Forces, respected him and
addressed him only as Father Simon. He never imposed his opinion, never
took the paintbrush out of anyone’s hand, saying this is how it should be
done. He described a particular problem, then demonstrated solutions
earlier painters had found and encouraged his students to find their own
answers.
The classrooms in the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts were
on the second floor. The windows looked out over the interior courtyard
garden. Father Simon often illustrated aspects of color theory and perspective using the view from the window, pointing to a branch, a bush, or the
sky. His favorite topic was the origin of painting. For one of his demonstrations, he placed a globe on a white drawing table. Next to it he placed
a lamp to illuminate the globe from above. He asked Jacques and Henri to
close the curtains. Then all of his students sat in front of the sphere.
“Examine very carefully the division of light and the shadow formation. First, the dark part of the sphere. We call this dark section simply
the shadow. What is shadow? A shadow is formed by an object that blocks
the light. The shadow is an area bounded by the side of the object that is
turned away from the light. What we call night is nothing other than the
earth’s shadow when the sun shines on the opposite side of the globe. If
you want to draw a sphere, then you need shading to give it form, otherwise
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it is just a circle.”
Standing behind the table, Simon pointed to the transition from the illuminated to the dark parts of the globe.
“As you can see, the boundary between night and day is indistinct.
Although we speak of boundaries between light and shade, there is only a
fluid transition. We call this area ‘half shade’. That is the second type of
shadow. The best known is the third type, that is, the shadow the globe
casts on the table. We call this the ‘cast shadow’. When people talk about
shadows, they usually mean cast shadows. A cast shadow indicates the
direction the light is coming from and so accentuates the perspective. If
there are no shadows, then either the entire pictorial space is equally illuminated—or the object itself is the light source. There are no shadows on the
sun.”
Father Simon turned off the lamp and turned on the light inside the
globe, which shone in various shades of blue, green, and light brown.
“If our solar system consisted exclusively of suns, then we’d have a
world without shadows. Everything would be illuminated. No one is forcing us to adopt this method of representing day and night in our painting.
We Europeans have done so, but the Chinese don’t have cast shadows in
their paintings, nor do the Japanese or Indians. During the Middle Ages in
Europe, shadows were used only to give shape to objects.
Only with the Renaissance did cast shadows become important in painting. The shadows indicated sources of light originating outside the pictorial space. The Romantics were interested in shadow as a metaphor for the
soul. For the Impressionists, shadow became areas of color integrated into
the picture’s composition. In their paintings you often see shadows cast by
an object without being able to see the object itself. An unknown reality
casts its shadow into the picture.
Influenced by Japanese art, painters here also came up with the idea of
eliminating shadows from their paintings. A few restricted themselves to
dark outlines. Van Gogh’s chair has neither a dark outline nor a shadow. It
sits in the room like a sun.”
The professor turned the globe light off and the lamp back on. He
tacked a sheet of paper on the wall behind the table with pushpins.
“We’re now up to Van Gogh, even though I wanted to talk about the
origins of painting! I will need a volunteer.”
Boris offered to help. Following the professor’s instructions, he
stretched out on the table. Father Simon placed the lamp so that Boris cast
a shadow on the paper.
“There is a Greek legend,” Simon continued, “that tells the story of a
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young woman from Corinth who must say farewell to her lover going off to
war. He lies on his sunlit bed and his body casts a shadow on the wall. The
young woman draws the outline of his body’s shape in a dark color. ‘While
you are away, at least I’ll have your picture,’ she says to her lover. ‘It will
always remind me of the time when you were here with me.’”
Father Simon asked Amrita to do as the young woman from Corinth
had done. When she was finished, he went on with his lecture.
“According to this legend, painting began with a shadow picture. You
can tell by the form’s shape that it is a person lying down, apparently a
man. What about color? Amrita drew the outline in black. Is the shadow
truly black? The paper is white and what we perceive as black is simply an
absence of light. The shadow is without a doubt darker than its surroundings, but it is not simply gray or black. The shadow depends on the light
source. The color of the shadow, in turn, depends on the color of the light:
colored light causes a colored shadow. You can only observe this properly
outside in natural light. In yellow sunlight, shadows have a slight violet hue,
in orange light, they’re bluish. Reddish light creates shadows with gray hues.
That is to say, shadows are of complementary colors to those of the shining
light. If you look closely, you will see that the darkened world is actually
full of color.”
Father Simon placed the globe back on the table with the lamp directed at it so that the sphere cast a shadow on the wall behind it. Then
he dragged an easel with a blank canvas in front of the table. He adjusted
the height of the easel so that the canvas hid both the lamp and the globe.
Only the cast shadow on the wall was visible.
Simon pulled up a chair and sat next to the globe’s shadow. He thought
a while and then said, “There is another Greek story about shadows. Plato
describes men as cave dwellers. They are held captive in their cave and
see the shadows cast onto the cave walls by objects in the firelight. They
cannot see the objects themselves or the source of the light, just as you
now can see only the shadow of the globe. The men in the cave believe the
shadows they see are reality. They know nothing of what they cannot see,
of the sunlit world. They know only shadows removed from any real world.
They live in eternal twilight, gazing at the dead. In mythology, the dead in
the underworld are nothing more than shadows without bodies.”
Father Simon paused before adding, “As painters, you are not held captive as other men are. You go out and bring light and color back to the cave
dwellers, and with these you bring news of the real world. Plato says that
those who bring light will be considered enemies by men who prefer to live
in darkness. You must expect such hostility when you bring new light and
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new colors into the cave. Animosity is as much a part of an artist’s life as
light and color.”

. . . pages 93-97

20
These incidents put Amrita in a bind, since she suddenly found herself
without any female models. Marielou, her ideal model, stubbornly refused
to come back. Asking Edith was pointless because Eliane would surely
shred any painting of her. Time was short because Amrita had decided to
enter the annual competition again and this year’s theme was The Female
Nude.
Amrita managed with difficulty to convince her sister to fill in as a life
model. Indira finally agreed on the condition that Amrita paint only her
body, not her face.
“Yes, I swear, no one will recognize your face. No one will know whose
body I’ve painted.”
Indira undressed and stretched out on the bed. Her older sister gave her
directions.
“Turn over on your back, Indu. Now turn your head to the right. Raise
your right shoulder. A little more, with your arm slightly bent. Move your
hand so that the back of it touches your hip. Yes, that’s good. Now your
left arm. Raise your elbow high above your shoulder and rest the back
of your left hand lightly against your head. Move your elbow a bit higher.
That’s it. Stay there just like that, don’t move!”
Amrita took a Chinese scarf that Geraud had given Indu. It was woven
from dark pink silk and embroidered with a black dragon. She placed it
under Indira’s left arm and spread it out so that the entire length of the
dragon was visible.

When she was satisfied with the setting, Amrita pushed the table up
to the bed and placed the easel and a chair on it. She was pleased with
the downward perspective and painted the body on a diagonal across the
canvas. Indira’s legs, pressed close together, were cut off at the knees, but
that didn’t matter. It was more important that the head had enough space
around it to bring out the contrast between the dark hair and the white silk
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bedcover.
By the time Amrita started painting her head, Indira had fallen asleep.
Amrita carefully climbed down from the table. She had still not gotten the
placement of Indira’s arm quite right, so she gently rearranged it. At last,
she was pleased: Indira’s hair lay across her breast, framing her chin and her
cheek. Indira was still sleeping and Amrita climbed back onto the table.
Strange, the dragon’s appearance had changed while she was rearranging
her sister’s hair. It had turned from a fire-breathing mythological creature
into a long, black coil, an extension of Indira’s hair.
Indira was furious when she saw the finished painting.
“You promised you wouldn’t paint my face. Now everyone will recognize me. Do you think I want the entire world to see me naked?”
“Calm down!” Amrita countered. “I’m not calling the painting My Little
Sister Indu, Naked on the Bed. I’ll just call the picture Sleep. It’s an allegory, not a portrait.”
“An allegory? Everyone who knows me will see that it’s me. You’re presenting me at your Grand Salon like a whore! Sleep, that’s good—I think
you mean Sleeping Around! You think I sleep naked with a dragon next to
me?”
“Oh, go on, the dragon is just the stuff that dreams are made of and the
picture is the stuff for the viewers’ dreams. Whoever looks at the painting
can close his eyes and sleep with you—in dreams. I could just as well call it
Dream.”
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